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I. INTRODUCTION
This article studies the authorities cited by the Arkansas Supreme
Court from 1950 to 2000 and the Arkansas Court of Appeals' from 1980 to
2000. Because of the otherwise unmanageable quantity of data, this article
studies six full years of the Arkansas Supreme Court at ten-year intervals
from 1950 to 2000 and three full years of the Arkansas Court of Appeals in
ten-year intervals from 1980 to 2000. Thus there are nine court years, six for
the supreme court and three for the court of appeals. A court year includes
all cases published during that year. A particular year serves as a snapshot
of citation practices in that year.2
Practitioners may be surprised by the trends in the Arkansas courts' ci-
tation practices-I was surprised. Significant changes occurred in citation
practices over these fifty years, and this study reports and describes these
changes. This study shows that citations to secondary authority declined
from 1950 to 2000, with some types of secondary authority declining dra-
matically. One type of secondary authority-dictionaries-increased. The
study also shows that citations to cases from other states declined, both in
the Arkansas Supreme Court and the Arkansas Court of Appeals.
At least twenty-four separate law review articles have reported on the
citation practices of appellate courts between 1947 and 2001 .3 It is interest-
ing to note that former Arkansas Supreme Court Justice George Rose Smith
wrote the first in this time line of articles in 1947, 4 describing the citation
1. See John J. Watkins, Division of Labor Between Arkansas's Appellate Courts, 17 U.
ARK. LITTLE ROCK L.J. 177, 177, 180-83 (1995), for a discussion of the background on the
need for the court of appeals. See also In Re: Supreme Court Rule 1-2, 325 Ark. 525 app.
(1996) (discussing the supreme court's need to be allowed the "opportunity to develop or
expound substantial legal principals"). Consideration of jurisdictional issues between the two
courts and the assignment of cases between the two courts is beyond the scope of this article.
This article will report what is found and will look for trends in citation practices but will not
look beyond the data.
2. The two courts published over 12,200 pages in just those nine years. For example,
the 1950 court year collected the citations from 301 Arkansas Supreme Court opinions pub-
lished in 1950, and the 1960 court year reports on the 246 Supreme Court opinions published
in 1960.
3. William H. Manz, Citations in Supreme Court Opinions and Briefs: A Comparative
Study, 94 LAW LIBR. J. 267, 298-300 (2002) [hereinafter Manz IV]. Manz is the author of
several articles of this type including William H. Manz, The Citation Practices of the New
York Court of Appeals, 1850-1993, 43 BUFF. L. REv. 121 (1995) [hereinafter Manz I]; Wil-
liam H. Manz, The Citation Practices of the New York Court of Appeals: A Millennium Up-
date, 49 BUFF. L. REv. 1273 (2001) [hereinafter Manz 11], and a bar journal abbreviated
version of Manz I1, William H. Manz, New York Appellate Decisions Show Preference for
Recent Cases, Commentaries and Bill Memos, 74 N.Y. ST. B.J., May 2002, at 8 [hereinafter
Manz 1II].
4. Manz IV, supra note 3, at 299; George R. Smith, The Current Opinions of the Su-
preme Court of Arkansas: A Study in Craftsmanship, 1 ARK. L. REv. 89 (1947). Smith said
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practices of the court on which he would later serve for thirty-eight years. 5
Smith took a different approach from later articles in that he critiqued the
method of writing the opinions themselves.6 With a few exceptions, he did
not simply count citations by category.7 Many of these studies, including
this one, do count citations by type and age.
When writing opinions, courts cite authority to support their position
on an issue. Authority is characterized as either primary or secondary.8
Many first-year law students do not have prior exposure to legal publica-
tions. As a professor of legal research, I often see during the first few weeks
of class that students tend to misunderstand the distinctions between pri-
mary and secondary authority or mandatory and persuasive authority.9 They
seem to better understand when they begin writing briefs and memos for
their legal writing classes, but these concepts are vague to many, at least
initially.
that Wigmore's criticisms of "the mode of judicial expression .. have been adopted as the
foundation for this appraisal of the current Arkansas Supreme Court opinions." Id. at 90-91.
Smith's article covered six broad topics: (1) undiscriminating citation of authority (do not
cite encyclopedias; they are research tools, not authority); (2) unfamiliarity with controlling
precedents (know whether the rule is, or is not, the real rule); (3) mechanical treatment of
judicial questions (do not cite eighty-five cases when one or two would have served); (4)
misconception of the doctrine of precedents (if there is a controlling Arkansas case, one does
not have to cite ten cases from foreign jurisdictions); (5) over-consideration of points of law
(one would ideally limit any discussion to a brief statement of the law using the court's own
words along with a citation to one or two other authorities instead of stating the rule, fol-
lowed by additional encyclopedic statements of the rule, and additional statements from
other earlier cases); and (6) the one-man opinion (avoid discursive citations, which, at best,
have an indirect bearing on the case). Id. at 90-105.
5. Historical Addendum, 59 Ark. App. 293 app. (1997), available at http://www.
courts.state.ar.us/courts/history.html. (listing charts including everyone who served on Ar-
kansas appellate courts, including colonial Arkansas dating back to 1686); see id at
296-303.
6. See generally Smith, supra note 4.
7. Id. See infra Parts III.D. and IV.D. for further discussion of Smith's article.
8. "Primary authorities are authorized statements of the law formulated by governmen-
tal institutions," while "[s]econdary authorities are statements about the law and are used to
explain, interpret, develop, locate, or update primary authorities." ROY M. MERSKY &
DONALD J. DUNN, FUNDAMENTALS OF LEGAL RESEARCH 2 (8th ed. 2002).
9. "[A]uthority can be termed binding (also called mandatory), meaning that a court or
other decision-maker believes the authority applies to the case before it and must be fol-
lowed; or authority can be considered persuasive, meaning that a decision-maker can, if so
persuaded, follow it." Id. But see John Henry Merryman, The Authority of Authority, What
the California Supreme Court Cited in 1950, 6 STAN. L. REV. 613, 620 (1954). Merryman
states, "Clearly the statute and the authoritative decision are the most obvious and probably
the most important types of authority, but anything cited by a court is for that reason alone, if
for no other, authority in the same sense if in lesser degree." Id. He clearly means that secon-
dary authority is authority, even though secondary.
2003]
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This article compares Arkansas's citation practices primarily to the ci-
tation practices of the New York Court of Appeals for several reasons. First,
New York is the most comprehensively studied of state courts.1 ° Second,
the Arkansas appellate courts cited New York cases more than cases from
any other state. The two Arkansas appellate courts cited New York opinions
139 times in the nine court years covered by this article, and no one has
undertaken a study of any court that reaches the depth or comprehensive-
ness of Manz's studies for New York.1 This study will emulate, on a
smaller scale, the New York studies. Manz's first piece reported citations in
ten-year intervals from 1850 to 1990, plus a supplemental study of opinions
published in 1993.12 A follow-up article on New York's practices included
the year 2000, so reference will be made to that court year as well.
13
A third reason to compare Arkansas's courts with the New York court
is best summarized by one legal scholar who characterized the first New
York study as a "very nice study [that] covers the longest period of time for
a single state."' 4 Finally, the first New York study discusses the preceding
articles of this type.' 5 The above comments reflect citing patterns to cases as
one of the types of primary authority. Although also primary authority, stat-
utes are a different matter.
Although a type of primary authority, statutes cited in Arkansas cases
are not counted in this study. A California study suggests that citations to
statutes are generally not counted in these articles because the "statute is
often the subject of the litigation, rather than the authority for its solution."'' 6
If a statute is relevant to the case, the opinion writer has little choice but to
cite it. Compare this to the practice of citing cases, where a case may be
cited in support of a position and come from much more varied sources,
10. See Manz 11, supra note 3; Manz I, supra note 3. In New York the court of last
resort is called the court of appeals.
11. See infra tbl.6. See generally John H. Merryman, Toward a Theory of Citations: An
Empirical Study of the Citation Practice of the California Supreme Court in 1950, 1960 and
1970, 50 S. CAL. L. REV. 381 (1977).
12. Manz 1, supra note 3.
13. Manz 1I, supra note 3, at 1273-74.
14. Fritz Snyder, The Citation Practices of the Montana Supreme Court, 57 MONT. L.
REV. 453, 456 n.17 (1996).
15. See Manz 1, supra note 3, at 121-22. Some articles covered individual states; some
covered multiple states; and some focused on citations to secondary authority, particularly
legal periodicals. Id.; see also Manz IV, supra note 3, at 298-300 app. The footnotes in
Manz I list the other articles also found in the bibliography cited in Manz IV. See Manz IV,
supra note 3, at 298.
16. Merryman, supra note 11, at 652 n.131.
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including the court's own opinions,' 7 federal opinions, or opinions from
other states' courts. 
18
This Arkansas study is a mid-range study in terms of time covered. As
previously stated the coverage is in ten-year intervals beginning in 1950 and
ending in 2000. These court years include three Arkansas Supreme Court
years before the creation of the Arkansas Court of Appeals in 1979 and
three supreme court years thereafter. The study therefore consists of nine
total court years, six for the supreme court and three for the court of ap-
peals.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Types of Opinions
Courts issue six different types of opinions: majority, concurring, dis-
senting, per curiam, concurring in part and dissenting in part ("in part opin-
ions"), and opinions written by special justices sitting for a limited purpose.
Per curiam opinions and special justice opinions are truly separate opinions,
but concurring, dissenting, and in part opinions are subsets of majority opin-
ions. This study counts dissenting, concurring, and in part opinions sepa-
rately. In order to collect the data, this study looked at every opinion pub-
lished within a court year.
B. Tables of Authority
Both the Lexis' 9 and Westlaw2° online research systems have a hyper-
link to the Table of Authorities (TOA) for each case. The online TOA re-
veals every case cited in the opinion, whether in a majority, concurring, or
dissenting opinion. The TOA, however, does not provide information about
citations to secondary authority. Because citations to secondary authority
are a significant part of this citation practices study, my research consisted
of looking at every page of every case in the printed volumes.2 '
17. A court's previous opinions are considered mandatory authority. MERSKY & DUNN,
supra note 8, at 2, 5.
18. Other states' opinions are considered persuasive authority. Id. For studies of case
citation practices, see Manz IV, supra note 3, at 298-300 app.
19. LexisNexis, at ww~w.lexis-nexis.com (last visited Oct. 22, 2002). Lexis's TOAs are
superior because they rank the citations hierarchically, imposing a jurisdictional order. Cites
to the highest court (United States Supreme Court) are listed first if there are any, then fed-
eral circuits in numerical order, then state supreme courts in alphabetical order, and so on.
See id.
20. Westlaw, at www.westlaw.com (last visited Oct. 22, 2002). Westlaw merely lists
the cases alphabetically. Id.
21. The study began by first printing out each TOA and putting them into nine large
2003]
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C. Sources of Primary Authority
In this article primary authority consists of citations to reported cases
from the Arkansas Supreme Court, Arkansas Court of Appeals, United
States Supreme Court, United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir-
cuit, and other federal, state, and foreign cases. For all nine years reported
the Arkansas appellate courts cited more than 20,000 American cases but
only nine cases from foreign jurisdictions (.04% of the total cases cited).2
As previously mentioned, the study did not consider statutes even though
they are also primary authority.
D. Sources of Secondary Authority
Secondary authority in this study consists of citations to treatises, 23 le-
gal periodicals,24 restatements,2 5 encyclopedias,26 American Law Reports
(ALR),27 dictionaries, and other miscellaneous sources. This article reports
secondary authority using these categories. Sources that do not fit elsewhere
are designated as miscellaneous.28
loose-leaf binders, most of which consist of several hundred pages. My assistants and I
looked at each TOA printout alongside each written opinion and tallied on worksheets the
number and types of citations (and age, for cases). These work sheets evolved into spread-
sheets divided by justice and year. The spreadsheets evolved into the tables reproduced in
this article. Relative to the large quantity of data, this study's inevitable minor counting
errors are unlikely to be significant.
22. See infra tbl.4. Seven of the foreign citations were to English cases and two to Ca-
nadian cases.
23. Treatises are simply books. Several types are described. MERSKY & DUNN, supra
note 8, at 397-98.
24. Periodicals include bar publications, law reviews, and law journals. Id. at 363.
25. Restatements are publications of the American Law Institute which attempt to "re-
state" the law from cases. Id at 405. Merryman criticized the restatements. Merryman, supra
note 11, at 629-30. See infra note 169 for further discussion of his position.
26. Encyclopedias include Corpus Juris, Corpus Juris Secundum, American Jurispru-
dence (and rare cites to its predecessor, Ruling Case Law), and American Jurisprudence
Second. See infra tbls.35-43. The few Ruling Case Law cites were reported in the miscella-
neous category in this study.
27. The ALRs are annotations providing in-depth research on a point of law. See
MERSKY & DUNN, supra note 8, at 115. They are a very useful research tool, started by Law-
yers' Cooperative, and are now published by The West Group. Id.
28. In Arkansas the early statutory codifications were called digests (e.g., Pope; Craw-
ford and Moses) and are considered miscellaneous sources for purposes of this study. This
study uncovered approximately a dozen cites to West's Arkansas Digest, which are also




Before discussing the authorities cited, it may be useful to discuss the
tables. It is essential for readers to look at the tables when reading the indi-
vidual discussion of types of citations. Data was collected for each individ-
ual justice in each individual court year. Each table is labeled by year and is
divided into individual supreme court judges and individual appeals court
judges. Because there are nine court years, the study has nine primary cita-
tion tables, tables 26-31 for the supreme court and tables 32-34 for the
court of appeals. Secondary authorities are reported similarly in tables 35-
43.
Tables 1-6 provide an overview of cases cited by the Arkansas courts.
Table 1 reports the number of opinions, the number of citations, and the
averages and the totals for these categories, all by court year. Table 2 re-
ports the average opinion length, again by court year. Table 3 reports the
numbers of citations per page in majority opinions by court year, while table
4 breaks down the number of types of citations to cases. As stated previ-
ously, citations to case authorities are set out according to whether they are
from the Arkansas Supreme Court, the Arkansas Court of Appeals, three
types of federal authority, cases from other states, or finally, cases from
foreign countries. Table 5 reports on the percentages of citations to case
authorities. Table 6 illustrates the number of citations to case authority from
other American states.
Tables 7-17 report on the age of cases cited by the Arkansas courts.
Table 7 shows the age of the cases cited in each court year, while table 8
breaks this information into percentages by court year. Tables 9-17 show
the age of cases (and percentages of cases less than twenty years old) by
individual judge for all court years. In 1950, for example, 60% of Justice
Griffin Smith's citations were to cases less than twenty years old, while
only 38% of Justice George Rose Smith's case citations were in that cate-
gory.
29
Tables 18-22 report the number of citations to the different types of
secondary authority, the percentages of opinions with cites to secondary
authority, and the treatises and law reviews cited by the Arkansas courts.
Table 23 reports the citations to the restatements, while tables 24 and 25





Ill. CITATIONS TO CASES
A. Number of Citations
Table 1 lists the number of opinions published by the courts for each
court year and shows that the number of citations by the two Arkansas
courts varied from year to year. The supreme court published the least num-
ber of opinions in 1960, issuing only 246 majority opinions with a total of
1321 citations; this number was also the lowest number of citations for the
entire study. 30 The supreme court published its highest number of majority
opinions in 1990 with 391 cases and 2436 total citations.3' The highest
number of citations, however, occurred in 2000 with 3174 citations to pri-
mary authority.
32
The supreme court averaged 330 opinions per year in each of these six
court years, but it is clear the trend of the court is to issue more opinions.33
It is even more evident that the number of citations increased dramatically
over the years of the study.34 The 2000 supreme court cited 139% more
cases than the 1960 court.
35
The court of appeals issued the lowest number of both cases and cita-
tions in 1990, when the court wrote merely 151 opinions and cited only
1107 cases.36 The 1980 court issued the highest number of opinions with
393 total and 1744 citations, but the 2000 court issued a higher number of
citations at 1818. The two Arkansas courts combined wrote 2749 majority
opinions,38 or 81% of the total opinions.39
Table 1 also shows the average number of citations in each opinion for
the years presented. The average number of cites per opinion is calculated
by dividing the total number of citations in all cases in a court year by the
number of opinions published in that year. Except for the 2000 court year,
the average number of cites per majority opinion for the supreme court var-
ied only slightly. The lowest average, 5.4 citations per majority opinion,
came from the 1960 supreme court, while the 1980 court averaged 6.7 cites.
The average increased to 9.8 citations per majority opinion for 2000, an
30. See infra tbl.l. New York wrote the fewest majority opinions in 1950 with only
seventy-six opinions, including 654 citations, the lowest for that court in the time period of
this study (1950-2000). See Manz I, supra note 3, at 150 tbl. 1.
31. See infra tbl. 1.
32. See infra tbl. 1.
33. See infra tbl.1.
34. See infra tbl. 1.
35. See infra tbl.1.
36. See infra tbl. 1.
37. See infra tbl.1.
38. See infra tbl.1.
39. See infra tbl.1.
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increase of 81% over the 1960 average. 40 The Arkansas Court of Appeals's
average nearly doubled from 4.4 average citations per majority opinion in
1980 to 8.1 average citations per majority opinion in 2000.4 ' That increase
is 84% higher than the 1980 court.
The Arkansas courts are now publishing more opinions and citing
more case authority than in the early years of this study. One can speculate
that electronic research, which allows researching at the opinion writer's
desk, may facilitate access to authority more easily than going down the hall
to the law library.
B. Dissenting Versus Concurring Opinions
In all of the Arkansas Supreme Court court years the number of dis-
senting opinions greatly outweighed the number of concurring opinions.42
Arkansas
Year Concurring Dissenting Ratio
1950 5 23 4.6 to I
1960 13 36 2.8 to I
1970 13 41 3.1 to I
1980 32 93 2.9 to I
1990 19 79 4.1 to I
2000 29 51 1.8 to I
New York
(for comparison)
Year Concurring Dissenting Ratio
1950 4 32 8 to 1
1960 6 54 9 to 1
1970 3 51 17 to 1
1980 26 97 3.7 to 1
1990 13 44 3.4 to I
2000 3 I1 3.7 to I
The New York court dissented at a much higher rate than the Arkansas
Supreme Court for the first half of the study years, but approximated Arkan-
sas Supreme Court ratios at the end of this court period.43 The Arkansas
Court of Appeals ratio corresponded more closely with the Arkansas Su-
preme Court than the New York Court of Appeals."
40. See infra tbl. 1. New York consistently averaged higher-nothing less than 8.5 case
citations per majority opinion for the period of this study. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1300
tbl.l; Manz 1, supra note 3, at 150 tbl.l. From 1980 to 2000, all of the New York averages
were double digits. See Manz 11, supra note 3, at 1300 tbl.l; Manz 1, supra note 3, at 150
tbl.1.
41. Seeinfratbl.l.
42. See infra tbl. 1.
43. See Manz 1I, supra note 3, at 1300 tbl.1; Manz 1, supra note 3, at 150 tbl.l; infra
tbl. 1.
44. See Manz 1I, supra note 3, at 1300 tbl.1; Manz I, supra note 3, at 150 tbl.l; infra
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Ark App
Year Conacurring Dissenting 1 Ratio
1980 18 68 3.8 to I
1990 8 25 3.1 to 1
2000 II 61 5.5 to I
Both Arkansas courts' ratios align closely with the ratios revealed by
the California studies. 45 The first study regarding California citation prac-
tices dealt only with 1950, but reported twenty-two concurring opinions to
seventy-four dissents, a ratio of 3.4 to 1.46 The second study reported on
1960 with a 1.3 to 1 ratio and 1970 with a dissent to concurrence ratio of 2.4
to 1.4
7
What are the implications of these ratios? Perhaps the number of dis-
sents has something to do with the culture of a particular court, which in-
volves the individuals serving 6n the court. The Arkansas Supreme Court
dissented the most in 1980 with ninety-three dissents-more than four times
the 1950 court-and yet the 1980 court released only sixty-five more major-
ity opinions than in 1950.48 Stated another way, the 1980 court released
22% more majority opinions than the 1950 court but had 304% more dis-
senting opinions.49
It appears from these results that the supreme court was in a dissenting
mood in 1980 and 1990, but in 2000, the last year of the study, the court
members dissented at a rate more in line with their predecessors before
1980.50 In 1950, 43% of the seven justices supplied 77% of the dissents. 5' In
1960, 28% of the justices supplied 50% of the dissents. 52 In 1970 one justice
supplied 58% of the dissents.53 In 1980 the dissents were more diverse with
five justices having double digit numbers. 54 The other court years show
similar results with a minority of the justices on each court supplying the
majority of the dissenting opinions.55 The Arkansas Court of Appeals, with
the exception of 1990 when no justice predominated in dissents, showed a
45. See Merryman, supra note 9, at 652 tbl.1; Merryman, supra note 11, at 383 tbl.1;
infra tbl. 1.
46. Merryman, supra note 9, at 652 tbl. 1.
47. See Merryman, supra note 9, at 652 tbl.1; Merryman, supra note 11, at 383 tbl.1.
48. See infra tbl. 1.
49. See infra tbls.26-34. These tables document the citations to cases by both courts.
Readers interested in the number of dissenting opinions of individual supreme court justices
in Arkansas can find that information set out by year.
50. See infra tbl. 1.
51. See infra tbl.26.
52. See infra tbl.27.
53. See infra tbl.28.
54. See infra tbl.29.
55. See infra tbls.30-31.
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similar pattem-a minority of justices supplied the majority of the dissent-
ing opinions.
56
C. Per Curiam, Concurring, and Dissenting Opinions
The number of per curiam opinions increased almost exponentially
over the six court years analyzing the Arkansas Supreme Court.57 In 1950
the court issued only two per curiam opinions (.6% of the number of major-
ity opinions). 58 The courts in 1960 and 1970 had only one per curiam opin-
ion each (.4% and .3%, respectively), but then the number increased to an
amazing 100 (31%) in 2000. 59 The number of concurring opinions trended
upward for the Arkansas Supreme Court from five in 1950 to twenty-nine in
2000.60 The Arkansas Court of Appeals's concurring opinions trended
downward from eighteen in 1980 to eleven in 2000. The number of dissents
61showed no discernible trend throughout the analyzed years.
The supreme court published twenty-four more majority opinions in
2000 than in 1950, but it also issued ninety-eight more per curiam opinions.
The court clearly received far more case filings than in the earlier years.
D. Opinion Length
There seems to be no discernible trend in the Arkansas Supreme
Court's average page length per opinion throughout the study.62 The 1990
court averaged 3.6 pages per opinion, the lowest of the six years of the
study.63 The 2000 court then averaged 5.3 pages per opinion, the highest of
the study, with all the earlier court years falling between these two ex-
tremes. 64 The Arkansas Court of Appeals continued to increase the average
length of its majority opinions, starting with an average length of only 3.9
56. See infra tbls.32-35.
57. See infratbl.1.
58. See infra tbl.1.
59. See infra tbl. 1. In contrast, New York wrote per curiams as a percentage of majority
opinions as follows: 21% in 1950, 12% in 1960, 12% in 1970, 15% in 1980, 8% in 1990, and
5% in 2000. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1300 tbl.1; Manz 1, supra note 3, at 150 tbl.1. I
calculated these percentages from the tables in Manz's articles. Thus Arkansas's 1950
through 1980 court years showed a miniscule number of per curiam opinions compared to
New York per curiam opinions and the last two Arkansas court years of 1990 and 2000.
Stated another way, 59% (100 of 169) of Arkansas's per curiam opinions in these six court
years occurred in just one year-2000. See infra tbl. 1.
60. See infra tbl. 1.
61. Seeinfratbl.l.
62. See infra tbl.2.
63. See infra tbl.2.
64. See infra tbl.2.
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pages per opinion at the court's inception and increasing to an average of
five pages per opinion by the year 2000.65
Justice George Rose Smith, who served on the supreme court from
1949 to 1987,66 wrote one of the first articles regarding citation patterns in
1947.67 Professor Patrick Longan of the Walter F. George School of Law at
Mercer University in Georgia wrote, among other things, of Smith's great
admiration for simplicity and brevity.
68
In his own article, Smith discussed a custody case in which the court
spoke briefly of their decision.69 Instead of the usual searching for case au-
thority, discussing such authority for several pages, and then reaching a
decision, the court stated simply that the trial court was affirmed.7° Smith's
article praised the few sentences used by the court in awarding custody to
the impoverished grandparents who had raised the child instead of awarding
custody to the wealthy grandparent who had not raised the child.7' Smith
spoke with admiration of Florida Supreme Court opinions that averaged
only 3.69 pages per opinion versus 5.5 pages in then recent Arkansas opin-
ions. 72 He said Arkansas attorneys must buy three volumes of reports for the
same number of cases for which their Florida counterparts would have
needed only two volumes.
73
On this matter of brevity, Longan relates, "Perhaps most famously, at
the end of every term Judge Smith would share with the court his statistical
analysis of the lengths of the justices' opinions. He would prepare charts to
show who was writing the longest opinions and who-it was always Judge
Smith-was writing the shortest., 74 In any event, this study confirms
Smith's penchant for brevity.
75
What interest would this have to practitioners now? First, their libraries
must be larger because the linear feet of shelf space needed to hold the Ar-
kansas Reports is higher. Consider in 1970 when J. Fred Jones wrote opin-
65. See infra tbl.2.
66. Historical Addendum, supra note 5.
67. See generally Smith, supra note 4.
68. See Patrick Emery Longan, Professionalism on the Appellate Bench: The Life and
Example of Justice George Rose Smith of the Arkansas Supreme Court, 54 ARK. L. REV.
523, 557 (2001).
69. Smith, supra note 4, at 94-95 (discussing Cole v. Heritage, 206 Ark. 986, 178
S.W.2d 61 (1944)).
70. Id. (discussing Cole, 206 Ark. at 986, 178 S.W.2d at 61).
71. Id. at 95. "We have nothing but praise for opinions such as this one-marked by
extreme brevity and a sensitive feeling for justice." Id.
72. Id. at 101.
73. Id.
74. Longan, supra note 68, at 563.
75. See infra tbls.26-29.
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ions averaging 8.3 pages. 76 If all opinions had been that long, the total pagi-
nation for the Arkansas Reports that year would have been about 2922 in-
stead of 1830. Extrapolating this data over thirty years, there would be at
least thirty more volumes of Arkansas Reports. The same math works on the
2000 court year. If Justice Lavenski Smith had written all the opinions in
2000, the total pages published that year would have been 2698, not 1709,
and there would be about one more volume to buy for 2000.77
E. Number, Type, and Average Number of Case Citations
Table 3 shows the number, type (primary versus secondary), and aver-
age total citations per page for majority opinions. The percentages of total
primary authority used for each court year range from 85% to 97.8% for the
Arkansas Supreme Court and from 90.3% to 97.2% for the Arkansas Court
of Appeals. 78 While Arkansas's percentage of citations to primary authori-
ties (as a percentage of citations to all authority) per court year increased
steadily over the study's court years, New York's trend decreased.79
One implication of these declines in percentages of citations to secon-
dary authority could be that Arkansas practitioners no longer need to cite to
secondary authority as much as before. As a teacher of legal research
classes who exposes students to secondary authority for research purposes,
it concerns me that secondary authority seems to be losing value, especially
considering that the New York court, presumably a respected court, is citing
more secondary authority.8 °
The New York study began collecting data for 1850 after an 1847 re-
organization of that court.8 The study found that in the early years of the
76. See infra tbl.28.
77. See infra tbl.31. Former Justice Lavenski Smith took the oath of office for his ap-
pointment to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit on August 28, 2002.
See Linda Satter, Smith Formally Takes 8th Circuit Oath, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETrE, Aug.
29, 2002, at BI.
78. See infra tbl.3.
79. See infra tbl.3. The New York study does not show these percentages in a table.
They were derived by calculation from the tables. See Manz I1, supra note 3, at 1301 tbls.4,
12; Manz 1, supra note 3, at 152 tbls.5, 14. The percentage of citations to primary sources in
New York declined slightly over the six court years: 91%, 93%, 88%, 85%, 83%, and finally
to 87%. Obviously citations to secondary authority rose, if primary citations declined. Manz
II, supra note 3, at 1300, 1306 tbls.1, 12; Manz I, supra note 3, at 152, 157 tbls.l, 14.
80. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1306 tbls.12-14; Manz I, supra note 3, at 157 tbl.14.
81. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 122 n.14. For an enlightening illustration that the
United States Supreme Court has traveled a much different path than Arkansas appellate
courts, see Frederick Schauer & Virginia Wise, Interpreting Legal Citations: A Symposium
Sponsored by the West Group: Nonlegal Information and the Delegalization of Law, 29 J.
LEGAL STUD. 495, 496 (2000). In their article the authors note:
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New York Court of Appeals nearly 59% of the citations were to the prede-
cessor courts in New York.82 By 1850, after only three years of writing
opinions, the court's own case law amounted to only 3.1% of cases cited.83
A new court without a substantial body of its own law, as the court of ap-
peals in New York in 1850, will, of necessity, look to the case law of other
courts. Once a body of law is established, however, the practice is for a
84
court to cite its own earlier opinions.
By 1950 the Arkansas Supreme Court possessed over 110 years of its
own opinions to call upon as a body of substantive law. Table 4 shows the
number of opinions cited by source of primary citation, meaning the court
from which the citation came. Figure 1 shows in graphical display the num-
ber of citations to cases from all courts except the Arkansas Supreme
Court.85 Figure 2 shows in graphical display citations to the Arkansas Su-
preme Court.86 Because of the huge differences in the raw numbers, the
information cannot be shown on one chart because the smaller numbers
would be so compressed that they would be meaningless.
There were no discernible trends in the Arkansas courts' citations of
cases from the United States Supreme Court, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, or other federal cases.87 A clear downward
trend, however, can be observed in citations to other states' cases. 88 In 1950
in all types of opinions, the supreme court cited 271 opinions from other
states, but cited only 142 opinions from other states in 2000.89 There is an
aberration in the 1970 and 1980 court years due to one justice's volume
(and type) of citations. 90
By contrast, Justice Breyer cited How To Buy and Care for Tires in a case
[Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137 (1999)] containing six cita-
tions to similarly nonlegal material, and during a term in which the Supreme
Court of the United States cited to nonlegal material on 217 occasions, that
number being more than four times the number of citations to nonlegal sources
in 1950, more than three times the number of citations to nonlegal sources as re-
cently as 1990.
Id.
82. Manz 1, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6.
83. Id.
84. Merryman, supra note 9, at 654. "[T]he use of precedent seems to apply most
strongly to decisions of the highest court of the state. Where that court has spoken the
strongest case for stare decisis is presented." Id.
85. See infra fig. 1.
86. See infra fig.2.
87. See infratbl.4.
88. See infra tbl.4.
89. See infra tbl.4.
90. See infra tbl.28. Justice Fogelman cited over 1000 cases in 1970, 44% of the total
citations for all justices that court year. See infra tbl.28. He cited many opinions from other
states just by the nature of citing such a large quantity of cases. For that year Fogelman cited
just over half of all cases from other states (53%). See infra tbl.28. For 1980 Fogleman cited
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The Arkansas Court of Appeals on the other hand, having the Arkansas
Supreme Court's body of law and being subsidiary to the Arkansas Supreme
Court, cited very few--only sixty-two--of its own Arkansas Court of Ap-
peals opinions in 1980. 9' Ten years later, the number of citations to its own
opinions had climbed to 314, an increase of over 500%.92 In 2000 the Ar-
kansas Court of Appeals cited its own case law a whopping 634 times, an
increase of more than 200% over the previous court year.
93
What is a practitioner to conclude from this information? When practi-
tioners write their briefs perhaps they should focus on each court's own case
law. That is, if briefing to the supreme court, cite the supreme court. The
supreme court is citing itself more than ever, as is the court of appeals.
F. Percentages of Types of Citations
Table 5 shows that the Arkansas Supreme Court cited itself in the great
majority of all citations. With some exceptions, 94 the percentages of cites by
the Arkansas Supreme Court to its own opinions vary from the 70% range
into the high 80% range.95 There are no discernible trends in the percentages
of United States Supreme Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit, or other federal citations.96 Majority opinion citation per-
centages to cases from other states, however, show a general downward
trend from 13.4% in 1950 to 3.5% in 2000, with the exception of an unusual
blip in 1970.97
The Arkansas Court of Appeals predictably cited the Arkansas Su-
preme Court 78% of the time in its first court year (1980), but then citations
to Arkansas Supreme Court cases declined to the 50% range in favor of its
own Arkansas Court of Appeals opinions. 98 The Arkansas Court of Appeals
cited its own opinions in 28% of all case citations in 1990 and 35% in
57% of all cases from other states. See infra tbl.29. Six other justices combined in 1970 and
1980 did not cite as many cases from other states as Fogelman.
91. See infratbl.4.
92. See infra tbl.4.
93. See infra tbl.4.
94. Most of these exceptions can be traced to Fogelman's high number of citations. See
supra note 90.
95. See infra tbl.5.
96. See infra tbl.5.
97. See infra tbls.28-29. But see Manz II, supra note 3, at 1301 tbl.5; Manz I, supra
note 3, at 153 tbl.6. New York did not have as pronounced a trend in citation percentages as
California or Arkansas, but the trend was also downward. Manz II, supra note 3, at 1301
tbl.5; Manz I, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6. The six court years' percentages were 5.8% in 1950,
8.7% in 1960, 7.5% in 1970, 6.4% in 1980, 7.6% in 1990, and 3.7% in 2000. Manz II, supra
note 3, at 1301 tbl.5; Manz I, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6.
98. See infra tbl.5.
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2000.99 As with the Arkansas Supreme Court, there was no discernible trend
in citations to United States Supreme Court, United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit, or other federal cases.100 Arkansas Court of Appeals
citations to other states in the year 2000, however, dropped to less than half
of its first two court years (from 11.1% to 4.7%).10' One other observable
trend in Arkansas Court of Appeals citations is that as early as this study's
first court year (one year after the Arkansas Court of Appeals was created)
the Arkansas Court of Appeals cited its own case law in concurring opin-
ions at the rate of 26%. 102 The percentages of citations to the Arkansas
Court of Appeals in concurring and dissenting opinions (and for 2000 in
part opinions) ranged consistently in the 20% to 30% range and bolstered
the court of appeals's evaluation of its own cases.1
0 3
Practitioners may draw the same conclusion reached in the prior sec-
tions of this article: cite Arkansas Supreme Court cases to the Arkansas
Supreme Court and cite Arkansas Court of Appeals and Arkansas Supreme
Court opinions to the Arkansas Court of Appeals.
G. Federal Opinion Percentages
Considering only majority opinions, the Arkansas Supreme Court cited
federal opinions as authority between 3% and 17% of the time.10 4 Almost all
were less than half of the New York courts' percentages in the comparison
study. 10 5 The Arkansas Court of Appeals percentage of citations to all fed-
eral cases hovered between 8% and 5% °106 Thus both Arkansas courts' cita-
tions to federal cases were significantly lower than the New York Court of
Appeals's use of federal cases as authorities.
In Arkansas the percentage of citations to federal cases generally in-
creased, while the percentages of citations to cases from other states gener-
99. See infra tbl.5.
100. See infra tbl.5.
101. See infra tbl.5.
102. See infra tbl.5.
103. See infra tbl.5. In 2000 the appeals court cited only eleven in part opinions and that
skewed the in part percentages. See infra tbl.4.
104. See infra tbl.4. The range of citations to federal court opinions, as a percentage of
citations to all cases, ranged from 3% in 1960 to 16% in 1980. Only one other year, 1990,
was more than 10%, at 12%. This information was calculated and does not appear in Table 4.
105. The New York Court of Appeals cited many more federal cases than the Arkansas
courts. Manz's tables show that starting in 1970, citations to federal cases exceeded 20% in
each of the remaining court years, with the exception of 2000, which was 18.5%. Manz II,
supra note 3, at 1301 tbl.5; Manz I, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6.
106. See infra tbl.4.
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ally declined, but neither increase nor decrease reached the magnitude of the
changes seen in the New York citations.'
0 7
Do federal issues being litigated in state courts come up more often in
New York courts than in Arkansas courts? That is a conclusion that can be
inferred from the data. Therefore, Arkansas practitioners need to cite fewer
federal cases as authority.
H. Case Citations from Other States
When plotted on a graph, the Arkansas Supreme Court's citations to
cases from other states form a bell-shaped curve stemming from the citation
practices of and volume of citations issued by Justice Fogelman. 08 The Ar-
kansas Court of Appeals's citations to cases from other states simply de-
clined, with no intervening peak.10 9
The top four most cited other states were the same for both the Arkan-
sas Supreme Court and the Arkansas Court of Appeals but not in the same
order of rank by number of citations."" Both Arkansas courts cited New
York authority 139 times, California authority 138 times, Texas authority
111 times, Missouri authority 92 times, and Illinois authority 74 times. The
two Arkansas courts cited about a third of all citations to cases from other
state cases to these states."'
What should a brief writer do in this situation when appearing before
our courts? After looking to Arkansas opinions for authority, practitioners
should look for case authority from the most cited states, which include
New York, California, Texas, Missouri, and Illinois.
I. Foreign Case Citations
This study of Arkansas citation practices starts after more than 100
years of Arkansas case law, and the two Arkansas courts cited only nine
foreign cases in the nine court years studied. 12 That is only nine out of over
20,000 citations to cases! These citations split fairly evenly as four came
107. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1301 tbl.5; Manz I, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6; infra
tbl.4. Another comparison between New York and Arkansas is that as the percentage of
citations to federal cases went up in New York, the percentage of citations to other states
declined. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1301 tbl.5; Manz I, supra note 3, at 153 tbl.6; infra
tbl.4.
108. See infra tbl.4; see also infra fig.1 (showing the bell-shaped curve). This same de-
cline of citations to cases from other states occurred within the New York court. See Manz II,
supra note 3, at 1301 tbl.4; Manz I, supra note 3, at 152 tbl.5.
109. See infra tbl.4.
110. See infra tbl.6.
111. See infra tbl.6.
112. See infra tbl.4.
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from the supreme court and five came from the appeals court. And what
should the practitioner do with regard to foreign citations? Apparently noth-
ing. I would be remiss, however, not to point out that 33% of the citations to
foreign cases occurred in the year 2000.113
J. Unpublished and On-Line Cases
114
Neither the Arkansas Supreme Court nor the Arkansas Court of Ap-
peals cited unpublished1 15 or on-line cases. Only a few opinions referred to
an Arkansas Court of Appeals unpublished opinion. Those opinions usually
referred to a case still pending in the judicial system. These few cases may
have been candidates for re-hearing or other procedural motions.' 16 The
Arkansas courts did not cite a single unpublished case available via West-
law, Lexis, or Loislaw in these nine court years. There is an implicit as-
sumption that brief writers may cite very recent cases, particularly federal
ones, from electronic sources, but by the time the opinion is written the print
citation should be substituted. In any event, there are no citations to elec-
tronic versions of a case in these study years.
K. Age of Cases
The Arkansas Supreme Court and the Arkansas Court of Appeals also
predominantly cited cases less than twenty years old. 17 Table 7 shows the
number of ten-year-old citations, twenty-year-old citations, and so forth. To
understand the significance of this table, read diagonally downward to the
113. See infra tbl.4. Lavenski Smith cited one foreign case for the Arkansas Supreme
Court. See infra tbl.31. Wendell Griffin cited two foreign cases for the Arkansas Court of
Appeals. See infra tbl.34.
114. The New York study reported cites to unpublished cases on rare occasions and only
reported four citations to unpublished cases before 1990. Manz I, supra note 3, at 135. In
1990 there were six citations to unpublished cases; in 1993 there were twelve. Id Still more
unpublished cases were cited in 2000, but the number-less than twenty out of more than
1000-is still insignificant. Manz II, supra note 3, at 1280.
115. The Arkansas appellate courts forbid citation of opinions not designated for publica-
tion. This applies to court of appeals opinions so designated since the supreme court directs
that all signed opinions shall be designated for publication. ARK. SUP. CT. R. 5-2. But see
Rogerson v. Hot Springs Adver. & Promotion Comm'n, 237 F.3d 929 (8th Cir. 2001) (stat-
ing that the Arkansas Supreme Court cannot dictate which cases are or are not to be cited in a
court of the United States).
116. For a comprehensive study of court rules concerning unpublished decisions see
Melissa M. Serfass & Jessie L. Cranford, Federal and State Court Rules Governing Publica-
tion and Citation of Opinions, 3 J. App. PRAC. & PROCEss 251 (2001).
117. The New York court also cited, by a large percentage, cases less than twenty years
old. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 136-37. Half of the California citations reported were less
than ten years old. Merryman, supra note 9, at 655.
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right. The top left comer shows 665 citations in the preceding twenty years.
Moving over one column and down one row, the table shows that of the 665
1940 cases cited in 1950, the court cited only 243 of those cases in 1960.
Then the Arkansas Supreme Court cited 283 of the same cases in 1970. The
next year the citations to cases from the 1940s declined to 199. Then, in
1990 and 2000, the citations to cases from the 1940s further declined to
fifty-nine and thirty-nine, respectively. Stated another way, in 1950, the
court cited 665 cases dated in the 1940s, but, in 2000, the Arkansas Su-
preme Court cited only thirty-nine cases from the 1940s. The Arkansas
Court of Appeals citations show the same type of decline over the years.
The Court of Appeals cited 859 ten-year-old cases in 1980. It cited only 179
of those 1970s cases in 1990 and cited only 128 of those 1970s cases in
2000.
Why are cases not cited after they have aged? As one scholar has
stated, "[A]ncient precedents are frequently inapplicable to modem circum-
stances; changing social conditions have rendered them obsolete."1 18
Table 8 shows that the total percentage of Arkansas Supreme Court ci-
tations less than twenty years old increased from 50% to 85% over the six
court years. Not only are a large majority of case citations less than twenty
years old, the table shows a clear upward trend toward citing recent cases.
Arkansas Court of Appeals citations show' the same pattern-recent case
citations increased from 66% to 82%.119
Tables 9 through 17 consist of individual court, age of cases tables, one
for each court year, set forth by judge within the court year. These nine ta-
bles show that most justices cited recent cases approximately 50% of the
time and some even more. Judge George Rose Smith, in his four court
years, cited more older cases than other justices. But, his trend of citing
cases less than twenty years old increased from 38% in 1950 to 66% in
1980.
Once again, what should a brief writer cite by way of the age of case
authorities? Clearly a researcher should cite more recent cases.
118. Merryman, supra note 9, at 655. Manz goes on to say about New York citations,
"Although recently the rate of citation to the court's own cases over fifty years old has de-
clined, these cases still accounted for nearly 11% of all the court's citations in 1990." Manz
I, supra note 3, at 137.
119. See infra tbl.8. New York had the same pattern, an increasing preference for recent
cases. Manz I, supra note 3, at 136-37 (stating that the courts' citations to cases less than
twenty years old from other states, its lower courts, and its own court were 69.3%, 89.2%




Table 18 shows a steady decline in all types of citation to secondary
authority, except dictionaries. Each type will be discussed in turn.
The percentages120 of decline in the numbers are as follows:
Ark Ark App
Treatises 67 71




Dictionaries increased 2' 125 250
Miscellaneous 63 57
What is a researcher or practitioner in Arkansas to conclude from these
precipitous declines? I guess one concludes that the thing speaks for itself.
The Arkansas courts have stopped looking to secondary authority to the
degree they did in the early years of this study. I know of no state supreme
court opinion studies showing such dramatic declines as these with respect
to secondary authority. One can speculate that research performed electroni-
cally at an opinion writer's desk may result in fewer trips to the library to
consult a print treatise.
Table 19 shows a decline in the percentage of cases with citations to
secondary materials but not to the extent of the decline of the types of mate-
rials. For example, the supreme court decline of 43% of opinions with sec-
ondary citations to 14% is a 67% decline. The appeals court decline from
30% to 18% is a 40% decline.
A. Legal Treatises
The New York Court of Appeals cited treatises fairly consistently over
the life of that court. 22 A sixteen-state study 123 showed variation among the
courts covered. Idaho ranked lowest amongst citers of treatises in one time
period, yet it ranked the highest in a later time period; others, however, did
120. The percentage of decline is calculated by taking the difference between the first
and last court years, respectively, and dividing it by the first court year's result. For example,
with regard to treatises cited by the Arkansas Supreme Court, 88 minus 29 equals 59. Divid-
ing 59 by 88 equals a 67% decline in the percentage of citations to treatises. These declines
are calculated and do not appear in the table.
121. See discussion infra Part IV.F.
122. See Manz 1, supra note 3, at 137.
123. Lawrence M. Friedman et al., State Supreme Courts: A Century of Style and Cita-
tion, 33 STAN. L. REV. 773, 813 tbl.1 1(1981) (covering Alabama, California, Idaho, Illinois,
Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, and West Virginia over the period 1870 to 1970).
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the reverse, ranking highest at one point and lowest at another. Thus, the
sixteen-state study showed no trend. Both the Arkansas Supreme Court and
the Arkansas Court of Appeals cited fewer treatises over the life of this Ar-
kansas study. 1
24
In the same court years covered by this Arkansas study, the New York
courts cited 125 as authority several standard treatises, including Wigmore's
Evidence in Trials at Common Law' 26 and Williston's A Treatise on the Law
of Contracts. 127
The slight difference in New York's practices and Arkansas's practices
is that New York cited these works more. The Arkansas courts did cite Wil-
liston and Wigmore, but not always as the most frequently cited treatises.
Table 20 sets out the most cited treatise list for the Arkansas Supreme Court
while Table 21 lists the Arkansas Court of Appeals's most cited works.
Forty-three titles appear on Table 20, which shows the six court years
for the Arkansas Supreme Court. Four of the six courts cited Larson.
128
McQuillen 129 made three of the six years, and works by Wigmore, Willis-
ton,130 Fletcher,'13 Appleman, 132 and Prosser 133 all made at least two court
years. Schneider 134 and Underhill135 were also cited.
124. See infra tbl.18. Citations to treatises steadily declined, except for a rise in 1990,
from eighty-eight in 1950, down to twenty-nine treatise citations in 2000. The Arkansas
Court of Appeals in the three court years declined from sixty-nine treatise citations to twenty.
Conversely, New York cited treatises at an all time low in 1960 at thirty-eight, but its cita-
tions to treatises were back up to seventy-two in 1970 and ballooned to 193 in 1980. It cited
ninety-eight treatises in 1990 and 1993, but dropped back to forty-three in 2000. See Manz II,
supra note 3, at 1306 tbl.12; Manz I, supra note 3, at 157 tbl.14.
125. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 138.
126. Full citations to, or descriptions of, the major works written by authors such as
Wigmore, Williston, and Corbin could derail this study because many have been published in
multiple editions. This study is not citing these works as authority, but rather, is reporting
that the courts cited them. Consider Wigmore on Evidence-John Henry Wigmore was born
in 1863 and died in 1943. In 1899 he "revised, enlightened and annotated" a three volume
work on evidence by Simon Greenleaf (1783-1853). See University of Texas School of Law
Tarlton Law Library, Tallons on the Web, at http://www.law.utexas.edu/library/ (last modi-
fied Nov. 15, 2002) [hereinafter Tarlton Library]. Wigmore published a four-volume work in
1904 that apparently was the first of the Wigmore on Evidence treatises. The third edition,
published in 1940, consisted often volumes. The fourth edition, published from 1961-1988,
consisted of eleven volumes in thirteen books. There are still later editions that will not be
discussed here. The 1940 edition of Wigmore on Evidence probably served as the authority
for the 1950 Arkansas court.
127. SAMUEL WILLISTON & GEORGE J. THOMPSON, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF
CONTRACTS (rev. ed. 1936-38).
128. ARTHUR LARSON & LEX K. LARSON, THE LAW OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
(1952).
129. EUGENE MCQUILLIN, THE LAW OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS (1949).
130. WILLISTON, supra note 127.




The New York study 136 reported citations to classics authored by
Blackstone, 137 Kent, 138 Pomeroy,139 and Story. 140 The Arkansas Supreme
Court cited a few such classics but none in recent years. In 1950 the court
cited Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence four times 141 and Story's Equity Ju-
risprudence once.142 In 1960 the court cited Pomeroy twice.1
43
Table 21 shows the Arkansas Court of Appeals's most cited treatises.
As with the supreme court, the court of appeals cited Larson 144 most fre-
quently, with multiple appearances in all three court years. 45 The court of
appeals cited no other treatise in more than one of the court years.
Although the number of citations to treatises has declined dramatically,
in the year 2000, the Arkansas Supreme Court still cited thirty treatises, and
the Arkansas Court of Appeals cited twenty.
132. JOHN ALAN APPLEMAN, INSURANCE LAW AND PRACTICE, WITH FORMS (1941).
133. WILLIAM L. PROSSER ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS (6th ed. 1976).
134. WILLIAM R. SCHNEIDER, THE LAW OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, RULES OF
PROCEDURE AND COMUTATION TABLES (2d ed. 1932).
135. HARRY C. UNDERHILL, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF CRIMINAL EVIDENCE: INCLUDING
THE RULES REGULATING THE PROPER PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE AND ITS RELEVANCY, THE
MODE OF PROOF IN PARTICULAR CLASSES OF CRIMES AND THE COMPETENCY AND
EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES, WITH FULL REFERENCE TO DECISIONS (John Lewis Niblack ed.,
4th ed. 1935).
136. See Manz 1, supra note 3, at 138.
137. Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England was published in multiple
editions. The University of Texas Law Library website lists 242 entries for Blackstone. Tarl-
ton Library, supra note 126; see WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF
ENGLAND (St. George Tucker ed., 1969) (1803).
138. James Kent's Commentaries on American Law had sixty-one entries. See JAMES
KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAW (Oliver Wendell Holmes ed., 12th ed. 1873).
139. JOHN N. POMEROY, A TREATISE ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE AS ADMINISTERED IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: ADAPTED FOR ALL THE STATES AND TO THE UNION OF LEGAL
AND EQUITABLE REMEDIES UNDER THE REFORMED PROCEDURE (Spencer W. Symons ed., 5th
ed. 1941).
140. JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE AS ADMINISTERED IN
ENGLAND AND AMERICA (W.H. Lyon, Jr. ed., 14th ed. 1918). The University of Texas School
of Law Tarlton Law Library website listed Story with 201 entries. See Tarlton Library, supra
note 126.
141. Justice Holt cited Pomeroy in Revis v. Harris, 217 Ark. 25, 29, 228 S.W.2d 624, 626
(1950). Justice McFaddin cited the book twice in Harrell v. Perkins, 216 Ark. 579, 582, 226
S.W.2d 803, 805 (1950). Justice Milwee also cited the work in Walters-Southland Institute v.
Walker, 217 Ark. 602, 609, 232 S.W.2d 448, 452 (1950).
142. See Ark. Valley Compress & Warehouse Co. v. Morgan, 217 Ark. 161, 165, 229
S.W.2d 133, 136 (1950) (citation by Justice McFaddin).
143. See Wyatt v. Wycough, 232 Ark. 760, 763, 341 S.W.2d 18, 21 (1960) (citation by
Justice J.S. Holt); Hwy. Lumber & Supply Co. v. Comm'rs W. Helena Water Co., 232 Ark.
741, 339 S.W.2d 855 (1960) (citation by Justice Johnson).
144. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 128.





Of course, the New York court existed for many years before law re-
views as we know them now. This is also true of Arkansas's first court,
having started in 1837. By the first date of this study- 1950-virtually all
law schools had a law review. 146 Justice Cardozo, in the 1920s and 1930s,
made the first extensive use of citations to New York law reviews. 147 He
started the pattern of numerous citations by a few justices and only a few
citations by the rest of a particular court. 148
Arkansas follows this pattern as well. The number of law review cita-
tions declined to four in 2000 after being around twenty for four of the other
five court years.149 But, as found in New York, when looking at a particular
court, a few justices provided most of the citations to periodicals. In 1950,
for example, Justice McFaddin provided 40% of the majority opinion law
review citations (ten of twenty-five). Two other justices, Leflar and
Dunaway, provided eleven of the remaining fifteen citations, or 73% of the
citations.1 50 During 1960 McFaddin provided 42% of the citations, and
George Rose Smith provided 33% (thus two of the seven justices provided
75% of the citations to law reviews). 5 ' By 1970, with McFaddin off the
court, George Rose Smith supplied 59% of majority opinion law review
citations.112
In 1980 the supreme court issued only eight majority opinion citations
to law reviews, but, even then, one justice (Fogelman) supplied 38%. 153 For
1990 no justice supplied more than three of the eighteen citations.' 54 And
then in 2000, Chief Justice Arnold cited only two law reviews in majority
opinions.
155
The court of appeals showed a similar pattern, with most citations
coming from just a few justices. In 1980 Justice Newbern provided 52% of
the twenty-one law review citations in majority opinions.' 56 In 1990 Justice
Jennings supplied five of the six (83%) in the majority opinions. The total
146. Harvard Law Review began in 1887. An early citation by the New York court to a
law review was Samuel D. Warren & Louis Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 HARV. L. REv.
193 (1890). See Manz I, supra note 3, at 139.
147. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 139.
148. See id. at 167-79 app.
149. See infra tbls.35-40.
150. See infra tbl.35.
151. See infra tbl.36.
152. See infra tbl.37.
153. See infra tbl.38.
154. See infra tbl.39.
155. See infra tbl.40. Arnold cited the law reviews of the University of Arkansas and the
University of Colorado.
156. See infra tbl.41.
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number of cites to law reviews for all types of opinions declined to eight in
1990 (seven were by Jennings)157 and only six in 2000.158 As with the Ar-
kansas Supreme Court in 2000, the Arkansas Court of Appeals cited only
two citations to law reviews in majority opinions in 2000.159
The journals cited in New York showed a distinct preference for lead-
ing law reviews (the "elite" schools), as illustrated for a period of years in
the New York study.160 As time passed, however, citations to the leading
law reviews declined to a smaller share in favor of local law reviews.'
6 1
With this study's date starting in 1950, the Arkansas court has shown a very
distinct preference for the Arkansas Law Review. 162 In five of the six Arkan-
sas Supreme Court years, the Arkansas Law Review accounted for approxi-
mately half of all citations to law reviews. 163 One of the Arkansas Court of
Appeals's court years showed a similar strong preference. Interestingly, in
two of the remaining three court years for both courts, no law review pre-
dominated. In 2000 no school received more than one citation by the Arkan-
sas Court of Appeals, even with six citations to different law reviews from
around the country. 1
64
What conclusion can be drawn concerning citations to law reviews? A
practitioner playing the odds would be sure to cite an Arkansas Law Review
article as opposed to other law reviews.
157. See infra tbl.42.
158. See infra tbl.43.
159. See infra tbls.40, 43. Why have courts cited law review articles in declining num-
bers? See Judith S. Kaye, One Judge's View of Academic Law Review Writing, 39 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 313, 320 (1989) (stating "I am disappointed not to find more in the law reviews that is
of value and pertinence to our cases."); Richard G. Kopf, Do Judges Read the Review? A
Citation-Counting Study of the Nebraska Law Review and the Nebraska Supreme Court,
1972-1996, 76 NEB. L. REV. 708, 736 (1997) (stating that "[T]he Nebraska Law Review has
had little apparent quantitative or qualitative influence on... the Nebraska Supreme Court");
see also Michael D. McClintock, The Declining Use of Legal Scholarship by Courts: An
Empirical Study, 51 OKLA. L. REV. 659, 688 (1998) ("However, the conclusions of this sur-
vey, combined with the results of previous surveys, demonstrate the need for more scholar-
ship tailored toward the practicing bar. Editorial boards and authors should give greater
consideration to the needs of judges and practitioners ... .
160. See Manz 1, supra note 3, at 141.
161. See id. at 167-79 app. Contrary to past years, in 2000, citations to "elite" law re-
views such as Harvard gave way to two citations each to four in-state law journals: Brooklyn,
Buffalo, St. John's, and Columbia. Manz II, supra note 3, at 1284. (Columbia, of course,
would be considered elite, but is also "in-state.")
162. See infra tbl.22.
163. See infra tbl.22.
164. See infra tbl.22.
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C. Citations to Restatements
The New York court's citations to restatements 165 can be characterized
as steady. 166 This could not be said of the Arkansas courts' use of restate-
ments as authority. Table 23 indicates that in the same court years of this
study, the New York court cited a total of seventy-one restatements with a
trend of increasing the rate of citation. 167 Arkansas Supreme Court cites for
the same period declined significantly. 168 Even when including the three
Arkansas Court of Appeals court years (thus having nine court years), both
Arkansas courts cited restatements only sixty-two times. Table 23 also
shows that Arkansas courts cited restatements on trusts, torts, and contracts
the most. 
169
Clearly contemporary Arkansas courts have not looked to restatements
for authority to the same degree as their predecessors.
D. Citations to Legal Encyclopedias
Some writers have said it is poor practice to cite legal encyclopedias.
70
The New York courts, following the example of other jurisdictions citing
encyclopedias, never cited them extensively. Its citations of encyclopedias
peaked in 1970 and 1980, then tapered off toward the end of the period ana-
lyzed for the Arkansas study.
17 1
Arkansas, on the other hand, cited more legal encyclopedias in 1950
and 1960 (103 and ninety-one citations, respectively, versus six citations
and then only one citation in New York). Arkansas's use of legal encyclo-
pedias as authority also tapered off but only into numbers in the twenties per
court year, 72 versus single digit citations toward the end in New York.
173
In fact, Arkansas's practice of extensive citation to encyclopedias al-
most certainly served as a part of the catalyst for George Rose Smith's 1947
165. See supra note 25 (explaining this authority).
166. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 142.
167. See infra tbl.23.
168. See infra tbl.23.
169. See Merryman, supra note 9, at 629-34; infra tbl.23. Merryman spent five pages
quoting the critics of the restatements and concluded that there were "very learned men" on
both sides of the issue. See Merryman, supra note 9, at 629-34. Reliance on the restatements
ignores those learned men who took a different view.
170. "[T]hese works are useful as digests, but that the text and documentation are fre-
quently of such uncertain quality as to make reliance on them ... a questionable practice."
Merryman, supra note 9, at 645. See infra note 174-76 and accompanying text for George
Rose Smith's position on citing encyclopedias.
171. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1306 tbl.12; Manz I, supra note 3, at 157 tbl.14.
172. See infra tbl. 18.
173. See Manz II, supra note 3, at 1306 tbl.12.
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article. That article, written two years before Smith joined the Arkansas
Supreme Court, focused on how well the court wrote the opinions; 174 there-
fore, he subtitled the article "A Study in Craftsmanship." Although the arti-
cle tested what would become his supreme court against the standards set
forth by Wigmore,175 he rather bluntly criticized the court for citing ency-
clopedias, American Law Reports annotations, and digests:
Such compilations are intended only to serve as useful tools in legal re-
search; not even their publishers would argue that the men who prepare
them have the ability and leaming that characterize the writings of genu-
ine legal thinkers such as Williston, Cooley, and Wigmore himself. By
analogy to the law of evidence such publications are akin to hearsay,
merely parroting the law as stated in original sources. Inaccuracies are
numerous, and it is almost unknown for these compilations to express an
original point of view. By contrast, the true legal scholar does not hesi-
tate to criticize a decision that is wrong or to throw the weight of his dis-
cerment behind the better of conflicting lines of authority.
The Supreme Court of Arkansas relies upon legal encyclopedias per-
haps as frequently as any other court in the nation. A striking contrast
exists in this respect between its opinions and those of the Supreme
Court of the United States, which are worth emulation at least in this
particular. The four most recent volumes of the Arkansas Reports (Vols.
206-209) contain 616 citations to four of the leading encyclopedias. In
the last four volumes of the United States Reports (Vols. 322-325) the
reader searches in vain for even a hint that these compilations exist; they
are not mentioned a single time! 1
76
It should surprise no one that this study revealed not one citation to an
encyclopedia by Justice Smith and revealed only three citations to American
Law Reports.
Should practitioners cite legal encyclopedias as authority? This legal
research teacher says no, no, and-just for emphasis-no. But, admittedly
both Arkansas courts still cite encyclopedias. In 2000 legal encyclopedias
were cited twenty-seven times by the Arkansas Supreme Court and twenty-
one times by the Arkansas Court of Appeals.
174. See Smith, supra note 4, at 89.
175. Id. at 90.
176. Id. at 90-91 (internal citations omitted). In a footnote Smith says specifically,
In Hazelip v. Taylor, 209 Ark. 510, 190 S.W.2d 982 (1945), the court betrayed a
misconception of the encyclopedias, when it said that the editorial staff of one of
them "concurred" in a certain rule of law. Judging by the finished product, we
do not believe that the staff, is employed to concur or dissent; its function is
merely to repeat, often without a proper regard for the context that gives a rule of
law its scope and content.
Id. at 90 n.1.
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E. Citations to American Law Reports Annotations
The New York study did not provide a table to show the New York
court's use of annotations as authority, but did characterize annotation use
as "meager."' 177 Arkansas courts cited American Law Reports annotations at
a high rate in the early years covered by this study. Except for an anomaly
in 1970, the Arkansas Supreme Court citation rate to American Law Reports
declined from fifty-three in 1950 to only one in 2000.178 The Arkansas
Court of Appeals's frequency of citations also dropped precipitously, from
thirty-three in 1980 to two in 1990 and one in 2000.179
As a practical matter, I suspect that brief writers cite to annotations and
the cases listed therein, but the opinion writers cite to the underlying cases.
F. Citations to Other Types of Authority
This study characterizes dictionaries as miscellaneous. Several recent
studies show increasing numbers of citations to dictionaries. A ten-year
study of the United States Supreme Court revealed "a dramatic increase in
the use of dictionaries" and explained that the reason for this was that "the
Justices who comprise the Court ... [have] move[d] away from relying on
legislative history to looking at textual construction and the 'plain meaning'
of the words to interpret a statute."
'1 80
The New York study reported citations to what are called practice
commentaries, authored in New York by practitioners and law professors.1
81
The study also discussed the state's legislative intent and other non-legal
materials. 182 There is no counterpart to the New York practice commentar-
ies in Arkansas except for a few Arkansas specific treatises, which the
courts cited a few times in this study, but not enough to make the "most-
cited" categories. Some examples include Hughes's Arkansas Mortgages,
183
Jones's Arkansas Titles,184 and Brill's Arkansas Law of Damages.185 The
177. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 143.
178. See infra tbl.18.
179. See infra tbl.18.
180. John J. Hasko, Persuasion in the Court: Nonlegal Materials in U.S. Supreme Court
Opinions, 94 L. LIB. J. 427, 432 (2002); see also Ellen P. Aprill, The Law of the Word: Dic-
tionary Shopping in the Supreme Court, 30 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 275 (1998); Samuel A. Thumma &
Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier, The Lexicon Has Become a Fortress: The United States Supreme
Court's Use of Dictionaries, 47 BUFF. L. REV. 227 (1999); Note, Looking It Up: Dictionaries
and Statutory Interpretation, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1437 (1994).
181. See Manz I, supra note 3, at 143.
182. Id. at 143-46.
183. ALLEN HUGHES, ARKANSAS MORTGAGES (1930).
184. PAUL JONES, JR., THE ARKANSAS LAW OF TITLE TO REAL PROPERTY ACCORDING TO
THE DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF ARKANSAS AND PRESENT AND FORMER STATUTES
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1950 supreme court cited Professor Leflar's Arkansas-specific conflicts
treatise' 86 three times. His seminal work on conflicts was national in
scope.'87 Legislative history for Arkansas statutory materials, like most
states, is only a dream for researchers. Not one citation could be found be-
cause there is no legislative history for Arkansas.
The following examples of miscellaneous authority are not shown in
the tables included with this article, but they can be found in the spread-
sheets from which the tables derived. Examples of miscellaneous authority
include Arkansas Model Jury Instructions: Civil 88 and Arkansas Model
Jury Instructions: Criminal.189 Another example of a miscellaneous citation
is George Rose Smith's citation to the National Electrical Safety Code in a
case in 1960.190 Courts occasionally cite works of literature. For example,
the 1960 court cited two plays.
19
V. INDIVIDUAL JUDGES
Table 24 lists the justices who made an appearance in more than one
court year. As shown, George Rose Smith, with four court years, is the only
justice who appeared in more than two court years. Table 25 shows which
justices moved from the Arkansas Court of Appeals to the Arkansas Su-
preme Court and in which court years. This does not mean that others did
(1935).
185. HOWARD W. BRILL, ARKANSAS LAW OF DAMAGES (4th ed. 2002). The court cited
earlier editions, as appropriate at the time.
186. ROBERT A. LEFLAR, A TREATISE ON THE ARKANSAS LAW OF CONFLICT OF LAWS
(1938).
187. A student edition was first published. ROBERT A. LEFLAR, THE LAW OF CONFLICT OF
LAWS (1959). American Conflicts Law was published in 1968 and was followed by several
editions. Other law professors wrote the latest edition. See LUTHER L. McDOUGAL III, ET AL.,
AMERICAN CONFLICTS LAW (2001).
188. ARK. MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS: CIVIL (4th ed. 1999).
189. ARK. MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS: CRIMINAL (2d ed. 1994).
190. See Gardner v. Farmers Elec. Coop. Corp., 232 Ark 435, 436, 338 S.W.2d 206, 207
(1960).
191. Justice McFaddin cited Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Congreve's The
Mourning Bride in a concurring opinion. See Rand v. State, 232 Ark. 909, 917-18, 341
S.W.2d 9, 13 (1960). The Shakespeare play had been cited in a prior Arkansas opinion, Byler
v. State, 210 Ark. 790, 792, 197 S.W.2d 748, 750 (1946), but without attribution to Shake-
speare. Justice McFaddin repeated the quote, providing the citation: "Twill be recorded for a
precedent and many an error by the same example will rush into the state. It cannot be." The
Congreve play was cited in Rand, 232 Ark. at 918, 341 S.W.2d at 13, and again McFaddin
picked up the quote, "Heaven hath no rage like love to hatred turned, nor hell a fury like a
woman scorned," and provided the citation. This case in which McFaddin concurred in-
volved a woman who killed the man with whom she had allegedly had a long-standing affair.




not move up, just that they did not show up in these court years. 192 Together
these tables list all the justices who have filled each of the positions on each
of the courts.
193
Tables 26-43 report numerous data and provide details that are sum-
marized in the other tables. They show, by court year, the tally of the indi-
vidual judges and how many majority, concurring, and dissenting opinions
each justice wrote. The column labeled "Avg Cases" in each of the appen-
dix tables is the average number of cases cited in each majority opinion.
The "Avg Secondary" or "Avg Sec" columns show the average number of
secondary authorities cited in each majority opinion. The average cites per
page are shown as well.
The category labeled "Court Avg" is the court year's average. For ex-
ample, the 1950 court, as a group, averaged 4.7 pages per opinion., 94 Aver-
age cites per opinion by court year illustrate no particular trend until the last
court year's jump.195 Excluding per curiam and special justices opinions, the
court's average citations per opinion (versus an individual justice's average
number of citations per opinion) varied little for the six court years, from a
low of 5.4 in 1960 to 6.9 in 1990. Citations then doubled in 2000 to thirteen
citations per opinion. 196 The court published 100 per curiam opinions in
2000 with a total of 249 citations-an average of 2.5 citations per case.
George Rose Smith consistently wrote the shortest opinions.197 In 1950
he averaged 3.1 pages. Smith's 1960 average rose to only 3.3 pages then
declined to 3.1 pages in 1970 and 2.6 pages by 1980.198 In every court year
but his first, Smith wrote more opinions than any other justice. In that first
year, McFaddin and Leflar wrote only slightly more opinions.
It is interesting to track the justices who cited more cases than their
colleagues. In the first two court years, Justice McFaddin became the
"heavy hitter" for majority opinions-he cited 23% of all cases for the en-
tire court in 1950 and 19% of all the cases in 1960.199 Justice Fogelman
cited by far the most cases for the years 1970 and 1980.20 With regard to
majority opinions in 1970, he cited 706 cases, 35% of the total cases cited
192. See Arkansas Judiciary, Historical Addendum, at http://courts.state.ar.us/pdf/
court history.pdf (last updated Jan. 24, 2003) (containing a table by the current reporter of
decisions, William B. Jones, Jr.).
193. See supra note 5.
194. See infra tbl.26.
195. See infra tbl.1.
196. This information is not in the table, but can be calculated from the table.
197. Longan, supra note 68, at 557.
198. See infra tbls.26-3 1.
199. See infra tbls.26-27. With a seven justice court, a single justice's average theoreti-
cally would be one-seventh, or 14%. On its face, 23% may not seem remarkable, but, in fact,
it is 64% greater.
200. See infra tbls.28-29.
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by all seven justices. The next highest citer had only 309 cites. In 1980 Jus-
tice Fogelman cited 949 cases, or 39% of all cases cited, and the next high-
est justice cited only 308.201 Thus, Fogleman cited more than three times as
many as the next highest justice.
In 1990 Chief Justice Jack Holt, the most prolific citer on his bench,
cited 409 cases in his majority opinions alone, but that number represented
only 17% of the total cases cited in that year.20 2 Finally, in 2000, Judge
Lavenski Smith cited most prolifically with 563 citations in majority opin-
ions, but his share accounted for only 18% of the total.20 3 The 2000 court
averaged thirteen citations per case, double the 1990 court's average. Unlike
the Arkansas Supreme Court, the Arkansas Court of Appeals did not have
any justices who cited cases a great deal more than their colleagues. 204
Another interesting aspect of the individual court year tables is that
they show that most justices do not cite very much authority in concurring,
dissenting, or in-part opinions. The 1950 court had fifty-six citations in
other-than-majority opinion citations versus 1922 majority opinion citations
(less than 3%).205 The 1960 court had 166 other-than-majority citations ver-
sus 1326 majority opinion citations (1%).206 The 1970 court cited 441 cases
in non-majority opinions, versus 1993 majority opinion citations for an as-
tounding 23%, but Justice Fogelman accounted for 344 of those 431 other-
than-majority case citations (80% of the other-than-majority case cita-
tions).20 7 Justice Fogelman contributed to a similar result in 1980 with 592
case citations in other-than-majority opinions versus 2436 citations in ma-
jority opinions, but Fogelman's 355 cites in 1980 as a percentage of these
other-than-majority cites declined to only 60%, down from 80%.208
For 1990 Hays cited many cases in other-than-majority opinions with
123 versus his colleagues' 195. Nonetheless, his percentage of these types
of citations stood out at 39%.209 For the year 2000, no individual justice had
significantly higher citations in this other-than-majority area. Justice Robert
Brown had more citations than his colleagues, but the difference was not of
the magnitude of prior years,210 Similarly, for the Arkansas Court of Ap-
peals, in all court years except 2000, no justice stood out. Justice Griffin had
201. See infra tbls.28-29.
202. See infra tbl.30.
203. See infra tbl.3 1.
204. See infra tbls.32-34.
205. See infra tbl.26.
206. See infra tbl.27.
207. See infra tbl.28.
208. See infra tbl.29.
209. See infra tbl.30.
210. See infra tbl.31.
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more citations of this type than anyone else, but the difference was not of
the magnitude of Fogelman's.
2 11
No conclusions can be drawn from this discussion of individual
judges' record of citations because the discussion merely focuses on history.
VI. CONCLUSION
The courts in Arkansas are more similar than dissimilar in their evolu-
tion in citation practices. With the exception of dictionaries, the clear trend
is to cite fewer secondary authorities and fewer other state cases than in past
years. The trend is similar to that of the New York court, but is of much
greater magnitude. The New York court is citing less secondary authority
and fewer other state cases than it had in years past but not to the degree of
the Arkansas courts.
What can practitioners take away from this study? Reluctantly, in the
eyes of this writer, it must be that practitioners should cite Arkansas cases
and worry very little about citing secondary authority. As a legal research
teacher, it is my job to expose first-year students to as much of the legal
publishing literature as feasible in the amount of time allotted to my class.
Because I believe treatises, law review articles, and cases from other
jurisdictions can possibly lead to a creative way to approach an Arkansas-
specific issue, I will continue to expose them to secondary authority. But,
when asked I will admit that the present Arkansas courts appear not to rely
on secondary authority to the degree of the courts in past years.
211. See infra tbl.34.
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APPENDIX
Table 1
Cases Cited Per Opinion
Maj I Con Dis
opins*I cites I avg Iopins*I cites opins *
Sup 1950 301 1919 6.4 5 4 0.8 23 52 2.3
Sup 1960 246 1326 5.4 13 27 2.1 36 139 3.9
Sup 1970 351 1993 5.7 13 40 3.1 41 354 8.6
Sup 1980 366 2436 6.7 32 78 2.4 93 373 4.0
Sup 1990 391 2436 6.2 19 45 2.4 79 251 3.2
Sup 2000 325 3174 9.8 29 75 2.6 51 190 3.7
Total 1980 111323
App 1980 393 1744 4.4 18 23 1.3 68 149 2.2
App 1990 151 1107 7.3 8 30 3.8 25 120 4.8
App 2000 225 1818 8.1 11 43 3.9 61 274 4.5
Total 769 37 1
Grand Total 477
Per Curlam In Part Total Opinions
opins cites avg opins* cites avg (PC in Maj, not here)
Sup 1950 2 4 2.0 1 0 0.0 Sup 1950 330
Sup 1960 1 2 2.0 0 0 0.0 Sup 1960 295
Sup 1970 1 1 1.0 7 37 5.3 Sup 1970 412
Sup 1980 22 44 2.0 8 141 17.6 Sup 1980 499
Sup 1990 43 127 3.0 7 22 3.1 Sup 1990 496
Sup 2000 100 249 2.5 4 16 4 Sup 2000 409
Total 169 27
App 1980 5 6 1.2 0 0 0.0 App 1980 479
App 1990 12 46 3.8 0 0 0.0 App 1990 184
App 2000 2 9 4.5 5 11 2.2 App 2000 302
19
188
Total opinions this study: 3406
Total
Grand Total
*opinions include Spec J opins
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Table 2
Average Opinion Length
Maj I Con Dis Per Curlam
Paees Avg Pages Avg Pages Ave I Pages
Sup 1950 1410 4.7 9 2.3 55 2.4 7 3.5
Sup 1960 1145 4.7 22 1.6 113 3.1 1 1
Sup 1970 1830 5.2 34 2.6 170 4.1 1 1.5
Sup 1980 1500 4.1 74 2.3 217 2.3 25 1.2
Sup 1990 1407 3.6 28 1.5 152 1.9 56 1.3
Sup 2000 1709 5.3 36 1.4 129 2.5 133 1.3
App 1980 1531 3.9 19 1.1 143 2.1 5 1
App 1990 585 4.2 13 1.6 61 2.4 18 1.5
App 2000 1094 5 25 2.3 195 3.4 6.5 3.3
In Part Sp ecJs
Pages Avg Pages AvgSup 1950 1 1 16 8
Sup 1960 0 0 0 0
Sup 1970 24 3.4 60 7.6
Sup 1980 48 6 57 7.1
Sup 1990 15 2.1 153 6.1
Sup 2000 9 2.3 0 0
App 1980 0 0 20 6.7
App 1990 0 0 0 0
App 2000 9 1.8 10 3.5
Table 3
Majority Opinions Cited Per Page
Court Year Prim Cites % Total See Cites % Total = Cites Pages Avg
Sup 1950 1919 85.0% 338 15.0% 2257 1410 1.6
Sup 1960 1326 87.0% 198 13.0% 1524 1145 1.3
Sup 1970 1993 91.1% 194 8.9% 2187 1830 1.2
Sup 1980 2436 96.5% 88 3.5% 2524 1500 1.7
Sup 1990 2436 95.2% 122 4.8% 2558 1407 1.8
Sup 2000 3174 97.8% 71 2.2% 3245 1709 1.9
Total 13284 92.9% 1011 7.1% 14295
App 1980 1744 903% 188 9.7% 1932 1531 1.3
App 1990 1107 94.8% 61 5.2% 1168 585 2.
App 2000 1818 972% 53 2.8% 1871 19 .
4669 93.9% 6.1%
17953 93.2% 1313 6.8% 19266
Total
Grand Total
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Table 4
Total Case Cites by Year
Court Year TypeOpin Ark ArkApp US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State Foreign Total
Sup 1950 Maj 1539 0 89 13 24 254 0 1919
Con 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Dis 33 0 3 0 1 14 1 52
Npart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1576 0 92 13 25 268 1 1975
Sup 1960 Mai 1156 0 20 3 14 133 0 1326
Con 21 0 1 0 0 5 0 27
Dis 102 0 1 0 0 36 0 139
Total 1279 0 22 3 14 174 0 1492
Sup 1970 Ma 1421 0 108 43 40 379 2 1993
Con 21 0 6 0 1 12 0 40
Dis 270 0 20 4 7 53 0 354
Npart 30 0 1 0 0 6 0 37
Total 1742 0 135 47 48 450 2 2424
Sup 1980 Mol 1820 5 248 59 87 217 0 2436
Con 66 0 4 0 1 7 0 78
Dis 228 2 79 2 I1 51 0 373
Npart 96 0 15 5 17 8 0 141
Total 2210 7 346 66 116 283 0 3028
Sup 1990 Maj 1906 63 197 48 61 161 0 2436
Con 31 2 0 0 1 11 0 45
Dis 201 8 16 2 7 17 0 251
Npart 18 0 2 0 0 2 0 22
Total 2156 73 215 50 69 191 0 2754
Sup 2000 Maj 2645 150 163 54 49 112 1 3174
Con 71 2 1 0 1 0 0 75
Dis 130 4 19 2 5 30 0 190
Npart 15 1 0 0 0 0 0 16
Total 2861 157 183 56 55 142 1 3455
Sup ota 11824 237 993 235 327 1508 4 15128
pp 1980 Mai 1355 62 48 25 59 194 1 1744
Con 15 6 0 0 2 0 0 23
____ 
____ 
Dig 118 10 6 1 3 11 0 149
Total 1488 78 54 26 64 205 1 1916
App 1990 Ma, 604 314 33 10 22 122 2 1107
Con 16 8 0 0 1 5 0 30
Dis 88 29 1 0 0 2 0 120
Total 708 351 34 10 23 129 2 1257
App 2000 Mai 997 634 55 14 32 86 0 1818
Con 25 14 2 0 0 2 0 43
Dis 156 84 18 2 6 6 2 274
Nparl 3 7 0 0 1 0 0 11
Total 1181 739 75 16 39 94 2 2146
App Total 3377 1168 163 52 126 428 5 5319
Grand Total 15201 1405 1156 287 453 1936 9 20447
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Table 5
Cases Cite Percentages by Year
Ark US 8th Oth Oth For-Type I Ark Ark 8h Oth Oth SaeFor-eg oa
pin % =A App Cir Fed State eignApp US % Ci = %= %
Sup 1950 Mai 1539 80.2 0 L 89 4.6 13 0.7 24 1.3 254 13.4 0 0 1919
Con 4 100 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Dis 33 63.5 0 0 3 5.8 0 0 1 1.9 14 26.9 1 1.9 52
Npart 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
= 1576 0 ..92 13 25 268 1 0 1975
Sup 1960 Mai 1156 87.2 0 0 20 1.5 3 0.2 14 1.1 133 10.0 0 0 1326
Con 21 177.81 01 01 3.7 0 0.01 0 10.0 15 18.51 01 0 27
Dis 102 73.4 0 0 1 0.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 36 25.9 0 0 139
= 1279 0 22 3 14 174 0 0 1492
Sup 1970 Mai 1421 71.3 0 0 108 5.4 43 2.2 40 2.0 379 19.0 2 0.1 1993
Con 21 42.0 0 0 6 12.0 0 0.0 1 2.0 12 24.0 0 0.0 40
Dis 270 76.3 0 0 20 5.6 4 1.1 7 2.0 53 15.0 0 0.0 354
Npart 30 81.1 0 0 I 2.7 00 0.0 0.0 6 16.2 0 0.0 37
1742 0 135 47 48 450 2 2434
Sup 1980 Mai 1820 74.7 5 0 248 10.2 59 2.4 87 3.6 217 8.9 0 0.0 2436
Con 66 84.6 0 0 4 5.1 0 0.0 1 1.3 7 9.0 0 0.0 78
Dis 228 61.1 2 0.5 79 21.2 2 0.5 l1 2.9 51 13.7 0 0.0 373
Npart 96 68.1 0 0 15 10.6 5 3.5 17 12.1 8 5.7 0 0.0 141
- 2210 7 346 66 116 283 0 3028
Sup 1990 Mal 1906 78.2 63 2.6 197 8.1 48 2.0 61 2.5 161 6.6 0 0.0 2436
Con 31 68.9 2 4.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 2.2 11 24.4 0 0.0 45
Dis 201 80.1 8 3.2 16 6.4 2 0.8 7 2.8 17 6.8 0 0.0 251
Npart 18 81.8 0 9.1 2 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 9.1 0 0.0 22
- 2156 73 215 50 69 191 0 2754
Sup 2000 Malj 2645 83.3 150 4.7 163 5.1 54 1.7 49 1.5 112 3.5 I 0.03 3174
Con 71 94.7 2 2.7 1 1.3 0 0.0 I 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 75
Dis 130 68.4 4 2.1 19 10.0 2 1.1 5 2.6 30 15.8 0 0.0 190
Npart 15 93.8 I 6.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 16
- 2861 157 183 56 55 142 1 3455
App 1980 Mai 1355 77.7 62 3.6 48 2.8 25 1.4 59 3.4 194 11.1 1 0.06 1744
Con 15 65.2 6 26.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 8.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 23
Dis 118 79.2 10 6.7 6 4.0 I 0.7 3 2.0 11 7.4 0 0.0 149
1488 78 54 26 64 205 1 1916
Apt 1990 Mai 604 54.6 314 28.4 33 3.0 10 0.9 22 2.0 122 11.0 2 0.2 1107
Con 16 53.31 8 126.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 3.3 5 16.7 0 0.0 30
Dis 88 73.3 29 24.2 I 0.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 1.7 0 0.0 120
- 708 351 34 10 23 129 2 1257
App 2000 Mai 997 54.8 634 34.9 55 3.0 14 0.8 32 1.8 86 4.7 0 0.0 1818
Con 25 58.1 14 32.6 2 4.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 4.7 0 0.0 43
Dis 156 56.9 84 30.7 18 6.6 2 0.7 6 2.2 6 2.2 2 0.7 274
Npart 3 27.3 7 63.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 9.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 11
- 1181 739 75 16 39 94 2 2146
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Table 6
Case Citations Per State by Year
Suoreme In
State 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 cites
AK 0 0 1 6 4 2 13
AL 11 8 9 5 6 4 43
AZ 2 I 5 6 5 2 21
CA 23 20 26 22 10 10 111 1
CO 2 0 3 6 4 2 17
CT 1 5 3 5 2 4 20
DC 3 1 6 6 3 1 20
DE 2 3 0 4 4 1 14
FL 7 2 15 4 12 3 43
GA 6 5 9 3 2 3 28
HI 0 0 2 0 0 1 3
IA 6 7 16 5 7 2 43
ID 0 0 4 1 4 1 10
IL 9 8 21 10 8 4 __'60 5
IN 3 1 10 1 3 4 22
KS 8 5 16 4 4 8 45
KY 12 4 13 9 2 7 47
LA 5 5 10 1 5 11 37
MA 9 4 6 7 1 3 30
MD 11 4 7 7 2 2 33
ME 0 1 0 2 1 1 5
M1 8 4 19 6 5 2 44
MN 7 2 5 11 5 2 32
MO 19 4 17 11 13 4 68 4
MS 5 10 7 2 1 2 27
MT 3 1 7 1 1 2 15
NC 3 0 8 4 2 3 20
ND I 0 2 7 4 0 14
NE 6 0 5 4 1 2 18
NH 0 1 4 8 0 1 14
NJ 7 4 19 7 6 5 48 7
NM 0 1 5 6 2 1 15
Nv 0 0 2 1 0 1 4
NY 25 20 28 27 4 4 108 2
OH 5 8 15 3 6 3 40
OK 6 2 16 5 6 7 42
OR 6 0 9 4 4 3 26
PA 5 4 12 15 7 6 49 6
RI 2 2 3 3 0 0 10
SC 2 2 6 1 0 2 13
SD 2 1 3 3 
0 0 9
TN 7 5 11 4 1 1 29
TX 16 15 24 16 12 8 6j 3
UT 3 0 4 2 0 1 10
VA 3 2 3 2 3 1 14
VT 0 1 5 0 0 0 6
WA 6 5 13 5 5 4 38
WI 1 6 8 5 8 1 29
WV 1 2 4 4 3 0 14
WY 2 1 1 2 3 0 9
271 187 447 283 191 142 1521
Appeal
1980 1990 2000
3 1 1 5 18
4 6 0 10 - 3 10
0 4 1 5 26
19 5 3 2 2 1 2
8 2 1 11 28
4 0 2 6 26
1 0 4 5 25
1 2 3 6 20
6 4 5 is 7 58 8
6 1 1 8 36
2 0 0 2 5
0 1 6 7 50
2 3 1 6 16
6 2 6 14 74 _ 5
2 2 2 6 28
4 8 3 15 7 60 7
5 0 0 5 52
12 1 4 1'? 4 5 9
1 5 1 7 -37
4 1 2 7 40
1 2 0 3 8
8 1 4 13 - 1 8
7 6 2 V;, 7 47
9 5 3 i7 4 8 4
2 3 0 5 32
1 2 0 3 18
6 6 2 14 34
0 0 0 0 14
0 1 2 3 21
2 1 1 4 18
8 6 2 6 64 6
6 0 2 8 23
4 0 1 5 9
17 8 6 31 1 139 1
2 3 2 7 47
7 2 1 10 52
7 4 4 "14 7 41
4 2 0 6 55
1 1 0 2 12
0 1 2 3 16
0 0 0 0 9
12 2 0 14 43
2 14 4 3 3,. 
0 0 1 1 11
0 1 1 2 16
1 0 0 1 7
3 2 4 9 47
4 5 3 12 41
1 1 0 2 16
0 1 1 2 11
205 128 94 427 1948
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Table 7
Age of Cited Cases by Court Year
Sureme Court*
1 IM0 1960
Years old # # # # # #
0-10 665 451 841 1552 1604 2203
11-20 313 243 340 425 366 531
21-30 327 209 283 246 151 192
31-40 275 170 227 199 88 85
41-50 146 145 223 132 59 53
51-60 91 117 185 120 60 39
61-70 59 52 109 Il1 42 45
71-80 30 52 52 62 36 24
81-90 12 13 57 33 21 21
91-100 18 6 19 18 5 10
over 100 8 16 35 33 24 14
Total 1944
*excludes Spec J/PC opins
1474 2371 2931 2456
Court of Appeals*
Years old # # f
0-10 859 697 1373
11-20 400 179 419
21-30 215 93 128
31-40 123 56 90
41-50 101 26 59
51-60 86 41 24
61-70 63 36 20
71-80 37 31 17
81-90 15 8 12
91-100 8 10 6
over 100 17 17 17
Total 1924 1194 2165




Age of Cited Cases Percentages by Court Year
Supreme Court*
Years old % % % % % %
0-10 34 31 35 53 65 68
11-20 16 16 14 15 15 17
21-30 17 14 12 8 6 6
31-40 14 12 10 7 4 3
41-50 8 10 9 5 2 2
51-60 5 8 8 4 2 1
61-70 3 4 5 4 2 1
71-80 2 4 2 2 1.5 0.7
81-90 0.6 0.9 2 1.1 0.9 0.7
91-100 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.3
over 100 0.4 1.1 1.5 1.1 1.0 0.4
Total 100
*excludes Spec J/PC opins
100 100 100 100 100
Court of Appeals*
Years old % % %
0-10 45 58 63
11-20 21 15 19
21-30 I1 8 6
31-40 6 5 4
41-50 5 2 3
51-60 4 3 1
61-70 3 3 0.9
71-80 2 3 0.8
81-90 0.8 0.7 0.6
91-100 0.4 0.8 0.3
over 100 0.9 1.4 0.8
Total 100 100 100
*excludes Spec J/PC opins
[Vol. 25
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
1980 2fl0f
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Table 9
Age of 1950 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
1950 Grif Smith Holt Leflar Dunaway McFaddin G R Smith Milwee = %=
**1940s 54 57 123 104 176 47 104 665 34%
1930s 30 33 66 25 68 27 64 313 16%
<20 yrs 60% 44% 58% 49% 53% 38% 48% 50%
1920s 25 34 41 60 76 37 54 327 17%
1910s 16 33 39 34 63 39 51 275 14%
1900s 3 22 14 16 41 16 34 146 8%
1890s 2 14 14 10 18 14 19 91 5%
1880s 7 5 17 6 7 9 8 59 3%
1870s 1 4 4 4 6 3 8 30 2%
1860s 2 1 3 1 0 2 3 12 0.6%
1850s 1 2 3 3 6 1 2 18 0.9%
1840s 0 0 1 2 1 1 5 0.3%
pre 1840 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 0.2%
= 141 206 325 264 464 196 348 1944
%= 7% 11% 17% 14% 24% 10% 18% 1944
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 1950 cases but excludes PC/Spec Js
**includes 1950 cases
Table 10
Age of 1960 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
1960 Harris Holt McFaddin G R Smith Ward Robinson Johnson = % =
**1950s 39 39 93 79 70 68 63 451 31%
1940s 24 22 64 32 50 18 33 243 16%
<20 yrs 56% 45% 48% 52% 44% 44% 43% 47%
1930s 14 22 44 27 55 21 26 209 14%
1920s 10 16 43 21 32 21 27 170 12%
1910s 9 15 32 16 25 23 25 145 10%
1900s 9 8 21 16 21 13 29 117 8%
1890s 3 5 7 5 10 10 12 52 4%
1880s 5 5 11 7 8 9 7 52 4%
1870s 0 0 5 2 1 5 0 13 0.9%
1860s 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 6 0.4%
1850s 0 0 2 2 0 3 0 7 0.5%
1840s 0 1 3 2 0 1 0 7 0.5%
pre1840 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0.1%
= 113 135 325 212 273 194 222 1474
%= 8% 9% 22% 14% 19% 13% 15% 1474
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 1960 cases but excludes PC/Spec Js
**includes 1960 cases
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Table 11
Age of 1970 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
1970 Harris G R Smith L Brown Fogelman Jones Byrd Holt = %=
**1960s 82 72 59 345 97 53 133 841 35.5%
1950s 24 26 18 161 38 20 53 340 14.3%
<20 yrs 53% 46% 61% 47% 47% 48% 59% 50%
1940s 30 21 17 129 31 16 39 283 12%
1930s 18 22 13 99 32 14 29 227 10%
1920s 25 16 6 101 36 17 22 223 9%
1910s 7 22 7 94 21 13 21 185 8%
1900s 4 14 2 63 11 6 9 109 5%
1890s 3 10 1 21 7 4 6 52 2%
1880s 3 7 2 34 6 3 2 57 2%
1870s I 1 1 9 4 2 1 19 0.8%
1860s I 1 0 0 2 0 0 4 0.2%
1850s 1 1 1 10 2 1 1 17 0.7%
1840s 0 0 0 8 2 0 0 10 0.4%
pre 1840 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 4 0.2%
- 199 213 127 1075 290 151 316 2371
%= 8% 9% 5% 45% 12% 6% 13% 2371
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 1970 cases but excludes PC/Spec Js
**includes 1970 cases
Table 12
Age of 1980 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
1980 Fogelman G R Smith Holt Hickman Stroud Mays Purtle = % =
**1970s 596 100 200 185 166 116 189 1552 53%
1960s 212 36 40 35 33 18 51 425 15%
<20 yrs 61% 66% 79% 72% 72% 70% 75% 67%
1950s 122 22 14 21 22 15 30 246 8%
1940s 105 10 18 14 17 13 22 199 7%
1930s 76 2 9 15 15 9 6 132 5%
1920s 64 9 7 10 13 8 9 120 4%
1910s 59 15 8 12 5 7 5 111 4%
1900s 38 5 5 5 3 4 2 62 2%
1890s 20 1 3 3 1 1 4 33 1%
1880s 13 0 0 2 1 0 2 18 0.6%
1870s 7 1 0 2 1 1 1 13 0.4%
1860s 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.1%
1850s 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 0.3%
1840s 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0.2%
prel840 0 2 0 1 I 0 0 4 0.1%
= 1325 206 304 305 278 192 321 2931
%= 45% 7% 10% 10% 9% 7% 11% 2931
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 1980 cases but excludes PC/Spec .Is
**includes 1980 cases
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Table 13
Age of 1990 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
1990 Holt Hickman Dudley Hays Newbern Glaze Turner Price = %
=
**1980s 279 60 179 240 260 265 171 150 1604 65%
1970s 69 6 44 63 59 51 38 36 366 15%
<20 yrs 83% 86% 71% 77% 80% 82% 85% 83% 80%
1960s 25 4 19 24 31 20 14 14 151 6%
1950s 17 2 14 14 13 13 7 8 88 4%
1940s 6 I 8 12 10 10 4 8 59 2%
1930s 5 2 16 16 13 3 3 2 60 2%
1920s 7 1 7 6 4 12 1 4 42 2%
1910s 4 1 12 6 6 4 3 0 36 1%
1900s 4 0 4 7 1 2 2 1 21 0.9%
1890s 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 5 0.2%
1880s 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 9 0.4%
1870s 1 0 4 2 0 0 I 0 8 0.3%
1860s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.0%
1850s 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0.1%
1840s 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 0.1%
pre 1840 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
= 420 77 312 394 397 387 246 223 2456
%= 17% 3% 13% 16% 16% 16% 10% 9% 2456
*includes Con/Dis/lInPart 1990 cases but excludes PC/Spec is
**includes 1990 cases
Table 14
Age of 2000 Supreme Court Cited Opinions*
2000 Arnold Glaze Corbin R Brown Imber Thornton L Smith = % =
**1990s 190 336 305 421 336 230 385 2203 68%
1980s 26 80 73 90 93 68 101 531 17%
<20 yrs 90% 86% 84% 89% 82% 80% 84% 85%
1970s 7 34 26 33 30 22 40 192 6%
1960s 7 10 10 10 20 13 15 85 3%
1950s 0 1 10 8 16 11 7 53 2%
1940s 1 8 7 1 9 8 5 39 1%
1930s 5 5 8 4 10 5 8 45 1%
1920s 1 4 6 1 3 7 2 24 0.7%
1910s 3 2 1 1 3 3 8 21 0.7%
1900s 0 4 1 1 1 1 2 10 0.3%
1890s 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 2 0.06%
1880s 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 0.09%
1870s 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0.06%
1960s 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.03%
1850s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
1840s 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 5 0.2%
pre 140 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.03%
= 241 485 448 571 522 372 578 3217
%= 7% 15% 14% 18% 16% 12% 18% 3217




Age of 1980 Appeals Court Cited Opinions*
[Vol. 25
1980 Wright Hays Pilkinton Penix Howard Newbern Flowers = =
**1970s 66 157 169 146 92 226 3 859 45%
1960s 43 86 87 52 49 83 0 400 21%
<20 yrs 57% 61% 69% 73% 61% 68% 30% 65%
1950s 22 51 40 26 23 51 2 215 11%
1940s 16 29 17 18 15 28 0 123 6%
1930s 15 27 17 8 16 17 1 101 5%
1920s 13 21 14 8 11 19 0 86 4%
1910s 6 12 10 5 16 13 1 63 3%
1900s 5 6 7 4 4 10 1 37 2%
1890s 5 3 3 0 3 1 0 15 1%
1880s 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 8 0.4%
1870s 0 1 0 ',3 0 0 1 5 0.3%
1860s 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 4 0.2%
1850s 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 6 0.3%
1840s 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.1%
pre 1840 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.1%
- 192 398 371 270 231 452 10 1924
%= 10% 21% 19% 14% 12% 23% 1% 1924
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 1980 cases but excludes PC/Spec Js
**includes 1980 cases
Table 16
Age of 1990 Appeals Court Cited Opinions*
1990 Corbin Cracraft Cooper Jennings Rogers Mayfield - % =
**1980s 33 75 138 141 156 154 697 58%
1970s 6 16 37 45 28 47 179 15%
<20 yrs 54% 67% 88% 66% 80% 73% 73%
1960s 5 7 8 25 13 35 93 8%
1950s 2 12 3 17 10 12 56 5%
1940s 2 2 4 8 5 5 26 2%
1930s 5 7 3 16 5 5 41 3%
1920s 9 8 3 8 5 3 36 3%
1910s 4 6 1 11 3 6 31 3%
1900s 3 0 0 2 1 2 8 0.7%
1890s 2 1 1 2 1 3 10 0.8%
1880s 1 1 0 2 1 2 7 0.6%
1870s 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 0.3%
1860s 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.1%
1850s 0 0 0 3 1 0 4 0.3%
1840s 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.1%
pre 1840 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.1%
- 72 135 198 282 230 277 1194
%= 6% 11% 17% 24% 19% 23% 1194
*includes ConlDis/InPart 1990 cases but excludes PC/Spec s
**includes 1990 cases
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Table 17
Age of 2000 Appeals Court Cited Opinions*
2000 Robblns Pittman Hart Jennlngs Bird Rogers Koonce Stroud Neal Grliffen Crabtree Roaf Mead. - % =
**19903 120 127 87 92 152 32 64 90 107 151 50 107 114 1373 63%
1980. 33 46 20 36 66 II 12 15 22 51 14 58 35 419 19%
<20 yrs 88% 87% 76% 79% 06% 96% 88% 72% 87% 74% 91% 88% 80% 83%
1970s 4 12 20 II II I 4 16 4 Is 0 13 14 128 6%
1960s 6 9 2 9 9 1 2 13 6 20 2 6 5 90 4%
19503 6 3 2 2 6 0 3 6 3 13 3 4 8 59 3%
1940s 0 I I I 2 0 0 2 3 7 0 2 5 24 1%
1930s 0 0 3 3 3 0 I 2 0 5 0 3 0 20 0.9%
1920s 9 0 8 2 2 0 0 2 2 3 3% 2 2 17 0.8%
19H)s 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 I 1 0 1 2 12 06%
19,us 0 c a s 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0.3%
18903 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 0 3 0.1%
18803 I 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 8 0.4%
1870s 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I -0 0 -2 0.1%1
11160s 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 10 10 0.0%
18M0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 10 14 0.2%
1840, 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
pre 1840 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
Total 174 200 1!41 163 254 4 81 6 .1 49 274 70 277 L186 2165
% = 8% 9 % 8% 12% 1_2% 14% 7% 7% 113% 13% 13%/ 9% 216F
*includes Con/Dis/InPart 2000 ca-e but exludes PCISpec JA
*-includes 2000 cases
Table 18
Citations to Secondary Authorities by Court Year*
Year Court Treatises Law Revs Restatemt CJS AmJur
1950 Sup 88 25 19 57 46
1960 Sup 67 19 14 44 47
1970 Sup 47 25 6 27 42
1980 Sup 42 12 4 9 12
1990 Sup 59 28 8 5 16
2000 29 4 6 9 18Sup 9_____18____
1980 App "69 23 7 33 23
1990 APP 31 8 7 10 8
2000 APP 20 6 1 6 15
Year Court ALR Dit Mise Total
1950 Sup 53 8 57 353
1960 Sup 15 7 11 224
1970 Sup 30 11 23 211
1980 Sup 12 8 22 121
1990 Sup 12 7 33 168
2000 sup 1 18 21 106
1980 App 33 4 14 206
1990 App 2 1 4 71
2000 App 1 14 6 69
Grand Total 1545
*includes Con/Dis/InPart/PerCuriam/SpecialJs
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Table 19







1980 16 1980 30
1990 19 1990 28
2000 14 2000 18
Table 20
Supreme Court Most Cited Treatises by Year
Supreme Court 1950
Rank #Cites
I Williston Contracts 6
2 McQuillen Municipal Corp 4
2 Fletcher Corporations 4
2 Page Wills 4
5 Leflar Conflicts 3
5 Pomeroy Equity Juris. 3
5 Schneider Workers' Comp 3
5 Underhill Crim. Evidence 3
5 Wigmore Evidence 3




I Frumer Product Liability 12
2 Nichols Emin. Domain 4
2 Wharton Criminal Law 4
3 Appleman Insurance 3
3 Couch Insurance 3
3 Larson Workers' Comp 3




I Prosser Torts 6
2 Larson Workers' Comp 4
2 Sutherland Stat Constr. 4
4 LaFave Search Seizure 3
4 McCormack Evidence 3
6 Cotchett Elkind Fed Ct Rm 2
6 Harper Law of Torts 2
(33 others tied for 8th with I cite)
(40 treatises cited)
*excludes dictionaries and other miscellaneous types
Supreme Court 1960
Rank #Cites
I McQuillen Municipal Corp 7
2 Blashfield Autom. Law 5
2 Thompson Real Property 5
3 Williston Contracts 4
3 Fletcher Corporations 4
6 Appleman Insurance 3
6 Larson Workers' Comp 3
6 Wharton Crim Evidence 3




I Larson Workers' Comp 3
I Nelson Divorce 3
I Nichols Emin. Domain 3
1 Weinstein's Evidence 3
5 Davis Administrative Law 2
5 McQuillen Municipal Corp 2
5 Wigmore Evidence 2




I Prosser Torts 3
2 Newberg Class Actions 3
3 Bogert Trusts 2
3 Harper & James Torts 2
3 LaFave Criminal Procedure 2
3 Wright Federal Practice 2





I Larson Workers' Comp 22
2 Prosser Torts 6
3 Corbin Contracts 5
4 Wigmore Evidence 4
5 Schneider Workers' Comp 3
5 Wright Miller Fed Pract 3
7 Couch Insurance 2
7 Moore Federal Practice 2
7 Page Wills 2
7 Williston Contracts 2




I Larson Workers' Comp 8
2 Leflar Conflicts 2




I Larson Workers' Comp 6
2 Atkinson Child Custody 2
2 Cardozo Nature Judic Process 2
(10 others tied for 4th with I cite)
(13 treatises cited)
*excludes dictionaries, other miscellaneous types
Table 22






























U ILL L Forum
Total
Supreme Court 1980 Supreme Court 1990
1 Harvard 3 1 Arkansas 13
2 California 2 2 Michigan 4
2 Arkansas 2 3 ABA J. 3
4 Atd L. J. 1 4 ILL L Rev2
4 Texas 1 4 ,JALR 2
4 Mississippi I 6 Ark L Notes I
4 Michigan I 6 NYU I
4 Columbia I 6 Vanderbilt I
Total 12 Total 27
Supreme Court 2000
1 ]ArkansasI


































Appeals Court Most Cited Treatises by Year
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Table 23
Majority Opinion Citations to the Restatements
Supreme Appeals
Grand
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 Total 1980 1990 2000 Total Total
Agency 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 3 5
Conflicts 3 I 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 1 5
Contracts 4 0 2 I 0 0 7 2 2 I 5 12
Judgments 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2
Property 5 3 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 9
Restitution 0 1 1 I 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
Security 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Torts 2 2 1 1 3 1 10 0 0 0 0 10
Trusts 4 6 I 1 0 1 13 1 I 0 2 15
Total 19 13 6 4 5 3 50 5 6 1 12 62
INVCites 1 8 1 6 111 26 13 7 71
(to compare)
Table 24
Justices in More Than One Data Year
Supreme 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
J.S. Holt x x
McFaddin x x
G.R. Smith x x x x
Harris x x







Justices on Both Appeals and Supreme Courts
Hays Appeals 1980, Supreme 1990
Newbern Appeals 1980, Supreme 1990






1950 Primary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1950
Majority
Avg
Avg Avg Avg Cites
Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Cases See Total Per Page
GrifSmith 30 150 5,0 1 8 1 3.9 0.8 4.7 0.1
Holt 39 185 4.7 0 3 5.2 0.9 6.1 1.1
Leflar 48 201 4.2 2 1 6.8 1.0 7.7 1.6
Dunaway 45 225 5,0 0 2 5.9 0.6 6.4 1.2
McFaddin 49 264 5.4 1 4 9.2 2.3 11.5 1.7
GRSmith 45 137 3.1 1 5 0 4.3 0.4 4.7 1.4
Milwee 41 225 5.5 0 .5 1.4 9.9 1.5
Per Curiam 1 2 7 1 3.5
SpecialJs 2 16 8.0 0 t
Total 301 1410 5 [ 23 1
Court Avg 4.7 ITotal Cases: 332
Types of Primary Citations - Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
GrifSmith 88 0 5 1 0 22 0 116 3.9
Holt 183 0 3 I 2 13 0 202 5.2
Leflar 240 0 26 1 4 53 0 324 6.8
Dunaway 201 0 17 1 4 41 0 264 5.9
McFaddin 372 0 23 5 7 42 0 449 9.2
G R Smith 147 0 0 1 2 43 0 193 4.3
Milwee 286 0 15 2 5 40 0 348 8.5
Per Curiam 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2.0
SpecialJs 18 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 9.5
Total 1539 0 89 13 24 254 0 1919
CourtAvg 216.7 0.0 12.7 1.7 3.4 36.3 0.0 270.9
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
GrifSmith 14 0 0 0 0 2 1 17
Holt 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 9
Dunaway 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4
McFaddin 5 0 3 0 0 4 0 12
G R Smith 4 0 0 0 1 5 0 10
Total 33 0 3 0 1 14 1 52
Court Avg 6.6 0 0.6 0 0.2 2.8 0.2 10.4
Concur Ark ArkA US 8th Cir Oth Fed 0th State For Total
GrifSmith 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Leflar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McFaddin 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
G R Smith 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Court A g 1.0 1.0
In Part Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
GrifSmith 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1950
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Table 27
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1960
[Vol. 25
1960 Primary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1960
Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
-arris 33 217 6.6 0 4 0 3.3 1.0 4.3 0.5
volt 33 143 4.3 0 2 0 4.0 0.5 4.6 0.9
tfcFaddin 37 188 5.1 5 8 0 7.9 1.0 8.9 1.6
RSmith 40 130 3.3 6 I 0 5.2 0.8 5.9 1.6
Ward 34 201 5.9 1 10 0 7.2 0.4 7.6 1.2
Robinson 30 110 3.7 1 2 0 5.0 1.1 6.0 1.4
fohnson 38 155 4.1 0 9 0 5.0 0.9 5.9 1.2
0 0
Total 246 1145 1 [ 13 [ 36 [ 0
Zourt Avg 4.7 Lotal Cases: 296
Ty es of Prmary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Flarris 97 0 2 0 2 8 0 109 3.3
Volt 124 0 1 0 I 7 0 133 4.0
WlcFaddin 268 0 0 1 4 20 0 293 7.9
R Smith 169 0 6 I I 29 0 206 5.2
Ward 202 0 I 0 I 41 0 245 7.2
Robinson 114 0 10 1 4 20 0 149 5.0
Johnson 180 0 0 0 1 8 0 189 5.0
Per Curiam 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.0
Total 1156 0 20 3 14 133 0 1326
CourtAvg 164.9 0.0 2.9 0.4 2.0 19.0 0.0 189.1
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
alorris 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
/Jolt 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 2
WcFaddin 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 20
G R Smith 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Ward 15 0 0 0 0 6 0 21
Robinson 20 0 0 0 0 25 0 45
Johnson 35 0 1 0 0 4 0 40 1
Total 102 0 1 0 0 36 0 139
ourt Av 14.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 5.1 0.0 19.9
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th CIr Oth Fed Oth State For Total
WcFaddin I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 12
R Smith 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 9
Ward 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
rlobinson 2 0 I 0 0 0 0 3
Total 21 0 I 0 0 5 0 27




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1970
1970 Primary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1970
Pg Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Avg Con Dis In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
Flarris 49 304 6.2 2 3 0 3.8 0.3 4.0 0.6
GR Smith 55 171 3.1 1 1 1 3.6 0.6 4.3 1.2
E Brown 47 184 3.9 0 0 0 2.7 0.1 2.8 0.7
Fogelman 48 308 6.4 7 24 5 14.7 0.8 15.5 2.3
Jones 47 389 8.3 0 5 0 5.4 0.5 5.9 0.7
Byrd 53 232 4.4 3 5 1 2.7 0.3 3.0 0.6
Hfolt 43 180 4.2 0 2 0 7.2 0.9 8.1 1.7
Per Curiam 1 2 1.5 0 0 0
5pecial Js 8 60 7.6 0 1 0
Total 351 1830 13 41 7
Court Avg 5.2 Total Cases: 413
Types of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Harris 148 0 15 6 1 15 0 185 3.8
G R Smith 141 0 6 0 5 48 0 200 3.6
L Brown 91 0 13 1 7 14 0 126 2.7
Fogelman 457 0 32 17 12 188 0 706 14.7
Jones 155 0 8 6 9 75 2 255 5.4
Byrd 94 0 22 5 3 17 0 141 2.7
Holt 274 0 12 8 1 14 0 309 7.2
Per Curiam 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.0
pecialIJs 60 0 0 0 2 8 0 70 8.8
Total 1421 0 108 43 40 379 2 1993
CourtA 194.3 0.0 15.4 6.1 5.4 53.0 0.3 274.6
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Narris 10 0 0 0 0 3 0 13
G R Smith 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Fogelman 218 0 13 3 3 37 0 274
Jones 22 0 7 I 3 1 0 34
Byrd 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 8
(folt 5 0 0 0 1 5 0 11
SpecJs 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 7
Total 270 0 20 4 7 53 0 354
CourtAvg 44.3 0.0 3.3 0.7 1.2 8.3 0.0 57.8
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Narris 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G R Smith 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4
Fogelman 20 0 6 0 I 8 0 35
Byrd I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 21 0 6 0 1 12 0 40
CourtAv 5.3 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.3 3.0 0.0 10
In Part Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
G R Smith 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fogelman 28 0 I 0 0 6 0 35
Byrd 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 30 0 1 0 0 6 0 37




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1980
1980 Primary Cites Suoreme Court Individual Judges 1980
Pg Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Mai Pages Avg Con Dis In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
Fogelman 49 408 8.3 12 17 5 19.4 0.7 20.1 2.3
G R Smith 56 148 2.6 3 3 0 3.6 0.1 3.8 1.4
Holt 53 175 3.3 0 0 0 5.8 0.3 6.1 1.8
Hickman 42 175 4.2 7 14 0 5.7 0.4 6.1 1.4
Stroud 46 185 4.0 4 15 2 4.5 0.1 4.6 1.1
Mays 41 109 27 0 11 0 4.2 0.0 4.2 1.6
Purtle 49 218 44 6 33 0 4.7 0.1 4.8 1.1
SDec Is 8 1 57 1 7.1 1 0 1 0
Per Curiam 22 26 1.2 0 0
CrTotal 366 1500 32 93 8
Court Avg 4.1 1 Total Cases: 499
Tpes of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Fogelman 682 1 95 15 45 111 0 949 19.4
G R Smith 149 1 29 4 6 15 0 204 3.6
Holt 229 2 33 12 12 20 0 308 5.8
Hickman 158 1 22 13 13 34 0 241 5.7
Stroud 168 0 26 3 1 10 0 208 4.5
Mays 157 0 4 2 3 7 0 173 4.2
Purtle 192 0 32 2 2 4 0 232 4.7
Spec Js 56 0 6 4 5 6 0 77 9.6
Per Curiam 29 0 1 4 0 10 0 44 2.0
Total 1820 5 248 59 87 217 0 2436
Court Avg 247.9 0.7 34.4 7.3 11.7 28.7 0.0 330.7
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Fogelman 112 0 33 0 5 36 0 186
G R Smith 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hiclknan 18 0 13 0 0 0 0 31
Stroud 47 0 7 0 0 4 0 58
Mays I11 0 2 1 0 4 0 18
Purtle 40 2 24 I 6 7 0 80
Total 228 2 79 2 11 51 0 373
CourtAvg 38.0 0.3 13.2 0.3 1.8 8.5 0 62.2
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Fogelman 40 0 2 0 0 7 0 49
G R Smith 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Hickman 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 4
Stroud 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 13
Purtle 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
Total 66 0 4 0 1 7 0 78
CourtAvg 13.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.2 1.4 0.0 15.6
C/D NPart Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Fogelman 90 0 13 4 5 8 0 120
Stroud 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SpecJs 5 0 2 1 12 0 0 20
Total 96 0 15 5 17 8 0 141
Court Avg 45.5 0.0 6.5 2.0 2.5 4.0 0.0 60.5
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Table 30
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1990
1990 Primary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges _ _
Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Cases See Total Per Page
Holt 59 246 4.2 1 1 0 6.9 0.1 7.1 1.7
Hickman 8 29 3.6 2 0 0 9.4 0.6 10.0 2.6
Dudley 56 169 3.0 I 3 1 5.3 0.3 5.5 1.7
Hays 36 140 3.9 1 30 I 7.4 0.6 8.1 1.9
Newbern 50 191 3.8 2 4 I 6.8 0.3 7.0 1.8
Glaze 44 179 4.1 7 21 2 6.8 0.4 7.2 1.7
Turner 36 129 3.6 3 10 2 5.9 0.4 6.3 1.6
Price 34 115 3.4 2 7 0 6.1 0.4 6.5 1.8
Per Curiam 43 56 1.3 0 0 0 3.0 0.0 3.0 2.3
SpecialJs 25 153 6.1 0 3 0 8.2 0.4 8.7 1.3
Total 391 1407 19 79 7
Court Av1 3.6 Total Cases: 496
Tv i ies of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Holt 333 7 20 6 4 39 0 409 6.9
Hickman 47 3 6 1 2 16 0 75 9.4
Dudley 236 3 28 2 6 19 0 294 5.3
*Is 207 6 23 7 8 16 0 267 7.4
Newbern 254 12 31 6 7 28 0 338 6.8
Glaze 225 6 25 10 14 18 0 298 6.8
Turner 182 5 14 1 5 6 0 213 5.9
Price 170 8 14 2 2 13 0 209 6.1
Per Curiam 99 6 18 4 0 0 0 127 3.0
SpecialJs 153 7 18 9 13 6 0 206 4.8
Total 1906 63 197 48 61 161 0 2436
Court Avg 206.8 6.3 20.1 4.4 6.0 19.4 0.0 262.9
Dissenting Ark Ar App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
HOlt 3 I 0 0 0 0 0 4
Dudley 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
100 5 5 1 1 3 0 115
Newbern 13 0 2 0 0 2 0 17
Glaze 36 0 7 1 2 11 0 57
Turner 18 2 0 0 3 1 0 24
Price 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 9
Sec Js 9 0 0 0 I 0 0 10
Total 201 8 16 2 7 17 0 251
CourtAvg 27.4 1.1 2.3 0.3 0.9 2.4 0.0 34.4
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Holt 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Hickman 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Dudley I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Hays 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Newbern 9 0 0 0 0 8 0 17
Glaze 9 2 0 0 0 3 0 14
Turner 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Price 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Total 31 2 0 0 1 11 0 45
Court Avg 3.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.4 0.0 5.6
In Part Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Dudley 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Hays 6 0 0 0 0 2 0 8
Newbern 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 4
Glaze 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Turner 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Total 18 0 2 0 0 2 0 22
CourtAvg 3.6 0 0.4 0 0 0.4 0 4.4
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Table 31
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 2000
2000 Primary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 2000
Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
Arnold 24 126 5.3 1 4 i 9.5 0.4 10.0 1.8
Glaze 33 224.5 6.8 7 16 0 12.7 0.3 13.0 1.9
Corbin 33 221.5 6.7 I 4 I 13.4 0.4 13.7 2.0
R. Brown 37 283 7.6 10 10 I 12.5 0.2 12.7 1.6
Imber 31 247 8.0 3 6 0 15.3 0.3 15.6 1.9
Thornton 35 207 5.9 I 7 0 9.6 0.4 9.9 1.6
L Smith 32 267 8.3 2 4 1 17.6 0.3 17.8 2.
Per Curiam 100 133 1.3 0 0 0 2.5 0.0 2.5
Spec Js 0 0 4 0 0
Total 325 1709 29 51 4
Court Avg 5.3 Total Cases: 409
Types of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Arnold 157 30 28 4 0 10 0 229 9.5
Glaze 330 30 17 10 I 31 0 419 12.7
Corbin 401 9 17 6 2 6 0 441 13.4
R. Brown 388 16 19 1I 10 19 0 463 12.5
Imber 418 22 18 0 II 6 0 475 15.3
Thornton 287 6 17 7 12 6 0 335 9,6
L Smith 443 33 32 14 II 29 I 563 17.6
PerCuriam 221 4 1 2 2 5 0 249 2.5
Total 2645 150 163 54 49 112 I 3174
CourtAvg 346.3 20.9 21.1 7.4 6.7 15.3 0.1 417.9
Dissent Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Arnold 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Glaze 39 3 6 0 0 4 0 52
Corbin 7 0 0 0 0 I 0 8
R. Brown 30 0 3 2 0 13 0 48
Imber 36 0 4 0 4 0 0 44
Thornton 12 0 3 0 I 12 0 28
L Smith 4 I 3 0 0 0 0 8
Total 130 4 19 2 5 30 0 190
CourtAv g 18.6 0.6 2.7 0.3 0.7 4.3 0.0 27.1
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Arnold 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Glaze 17 I 0 0 0 0 0 18
Corbin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R. Brown 25 0 1 0 0 0 0 26
Imber 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Thornton 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
L Smith I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Spec Js 20 1 0 0 1 0 0 22
Total 71 2 I 0 I 0 0 75
Court Avg 7.3 0.1 0. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.6
C/D NPart Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Arnold 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Corbin 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1
R. Brown 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
L Smith 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Total 15 I 0 0 0 0 0 16
CourtAv 3.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
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Table 32
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 1980
1980 Primary Cites Appeals Court Individual Judges 1980
Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
Wright 56 198 3.5 2 8 0 3.2 0,3 3.5 0.9
Hays 53 263 5.0 1 10 0 6.6 0.5 7.1 1.3
Pilkinton 74 318 4.3 1 5 0 5.0 0.6 5.6 1.2
Penix 67 255 3.8 0 20 0 3.5 0.4 4.0 0.9
foward 51 193 3.8 2 9 0 3.5 0.4 3.9 0.9
Vewbern 82 274 3.3 12 16 0 4.8 0.5 5.4 1.4
Flowers 2 5 2.3 0 0 0 5.0 0.5 5.5 2
Per Curia,, 5 5 I 1.0 I 0 I 0 I 0
9peciaIJs 3 20 6.7 0 0 0
Total 393 1531 18 68 0
Court A _ _ 3.9 Total Cases: 479
Type of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Wright 160 2 2 3 4 8 0 179 3.2
Flays 258 3 17 4 23 45 0 350 6.6
Pilkinton 287 14 8 5 2 52 1 369 5.0
Renix 201 10 1 6 8 I1 0 237 3.5
Froward 148 7 4 0 2 16 0 177 3.5
Vewbern 269 25 16 7 20 59 0 396 4.8
Flowers 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 10 5.0
Per Curiam 5 I 0 0 0 0 0 6 1.2
gpecial is 19 0 0 0 0 1 0 20 6.7
Total 1355 62 48 25 59 194 I 1744
CourtAvg 190.1 8.7 6.9 3.6 8.4 27.6 0.1 245.4
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Wright 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 7
FIys 15 1 I 0 0 2 0 19
Pilkinton 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 6
Penix 28 4 0 0 0 0 0 32
Froward 35 1 5 0 2 8 0 51
ewbern 30 4 0 0 0 0 0 34_
Total 118 10 6 1 3 I! 0 149
CourtAvg 19.7 1.7 1 0.2 0.5 1.8 0 24.8
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Wright 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
frays 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pilkinton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Howard 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
Newbern 15 3 0 0 2 0 0 20
Total 15 6 0 0 2 0 0 23
CourtAvg 3.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 4.6
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Table 33
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 1990
1990 Prmary Cites Appeals Court Individual Judges 1990
# Maj #Con # Dis Avg Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Opins Pages Pg Avg opins Opins In Part Cases Sec Total Per Page
Corbin 10 37 3.7 I I 0 6.6 0.4 7.0 1.8
Crocr-ft 20 63.5 3.2 0 2 0 6.7 0.4 7.1 2.1
Wright 2 10 5.0 0 4 0 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.8
Cooper 32 113.5 3.5 2 2 0 5.3 0.3 5.6 1.5
Jennings 26 102 3.9 1 4 0 9.1 0.6 9.7 2.3
Rogers 22 98 4.5 I 5 0 9.0 0.3 9.3 2.0
MafieM 27 142.5 5.3 3 7 0 9.1 0.7 9.8 1.7
Per Curiam 12 18.5 1.5 0 0 0 3.8 0.1 3.9 2.5
Total 151 585 8 25 0
Court Avg 3.9 [Total Cases: 11 84 1_1
Ty esofPri mary Citations Avg #
Cites
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total Per Case
Corbin 41 18 2 0 1 4 0 66 6.6
Cracraf! 88 37 4 I 4 0 0 134 6.7
Wright 3 2 1 0 0 2 0 8 4.0
Cooper 100 60 1 2 I 7 0 171 5.3
Jennings 124 49 4 1 4 55 0 237 9.1
Rogers 92 74 6 1 4 22 0 199 9.0
Mayfield 132 54 15 4 7 32 2 246 9.1
Per Curiam 24 20 0 1 I 0 0 46 3.8
Total 604 314 33 10 22 122 2 1107
CourtAvyg 82.9 42.0 4.7 1.3 3.0 17.4 0.3 151.6
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Corbin I I 0 0 0 0 0 2
Cracraft 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Wright 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 16
Cooper 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 10
Jennings 34 6 0 0 0 2 0 42
RoIers 15 14 0 0 0 0 0 29
Ma),ield 15 5 0 0 0 0 0 20
Total 88 29 I 0 0 2 0 120
CourtAvg 12.6 4.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 17.1
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Corbin 3 0 0 I 0 2 0 6
Cooper 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 10
Jennings 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 4
Rogers 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
Mavield 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 7
Total 16 8 0 1 0 5 0 30
CouriAvg 3.2 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.0 6.0
e
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Table 34
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 2000
2000 Primary Cites Appeals Court Indlvidual Judges 2000
Avg Avg Avg Cites
Majority Maj Pages Pg Avg Con Dis In Part Avg Cases See Total Per Page
Robbins 22 103 4.7 2 2 I 7.0 0.2 7.2 1.5
Pittman 20 78 3.9 0 4 0 9.0 0.5 9.5 2.3
Hart 21 86.5 4.1 0 3 0 6.5 0.4 6.9 1.6
Jennings 20 74 3.7 0 4 0 7.9 0.3 8.1 2.1
Bird 20 132.5 6.6 i 5 0 11.5 0.2 11.7 1.7
Rogers 3 16 5.3 1 i 0 12.0 0.0 12.0 2.3
Koonce 8 51.5 6.4 0 2 0 9.8 0.1 9.9 1.5
Stroud 18 89 4.9 2 5 I 6.9 0.5 7.4 1.4
Neal 17 78.5 4.6 0 2 I 8.2 0.0 8.2 1.8
Griffen 18 125 6.9 1 15 i 8.3 0.i 8.3 1.2
Crabtree Ii 34 3.1 0 2 0 5.6 0.2 5.8 1.8
Roof 28 125.5 4.5 3 8 i 7.4 0.1 7.5 1.6
Meads 14 83.5 6.0 I 8 0 9.3 0.4 9.7 1.6
SpecJs 3 10.5 3.5 0 0 0 8.7 0.0 8.7 2.5
Per Curiam 2 6.5 3.3 0 0 0 4.5 0.0 4.5 1.4
Total 225 1094 I1 61 5
Court Avg 4.9 Total Cases: 302
Types of Primary Citations Avg #
Cites Per
Majority Ark Ark App US 8th CIr Oth Fed Oth State For Total Case
Robbins 77 71 I 0 0 5 0 154 7.0
Pittman 78 77 7 0 i 17 0 180 9.0
Hart 76 48 5 1 0 6 0 136 6.5
Jennings Ill 27 7 0 I I I 0 157 7.9
Bird 128 83 3 0 0 16 0 230 11.5 1
Rogers 13 22 i 0 0 0 0 36 12.0
Koonce 52 20 4 0 2 0 0 78 9.8
Stroud 78 32 10 2 0 3 0 125 6.9
Neal 66 54 3 6 4 7 0 140 8.2
Griffen 91 50 0 0 0 8 0 149 8.3
Crabtree 27 19 2 3 8 3 0 62 5.6
Roof 124 77 4 0 0 1 0 206 7.4
Meads 64 44 6 i 7 8 0 130 9.3
SptecJs 9 4 2 i 9 i 0 26 8.7
Per Curiam 3 6 0 0 0 0 0.0 9 4.5
Total 997 634 55 14 32 86 0 1818
Court Avg 75.8 48.0 4.1 1.0 1.8 6.5 0.0 137.2
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Table 34 Continued
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 2000
[Vol. 25
Dissenting Ark Ark App US 8th Or Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Robbins 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4
Pittman 5 4 0 i 0 0 0 10
Hart 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6
Jennings 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 6
Bird I0 17 0 I 0 0 0 28
Rogers 4 I 0 0 0 0 0 5
Koonce 8 I 0 0 0 0 0 9
Stroud 6 3 0 0 0 1 0 10
Neal 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
Griffen 56 24 12 0 0 2 2 96
Crabtree 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 5
Meads 25 8 2 0 0 0 0 35
Roof 24 14 3 0 6 3 0 50
Total 156 84 18 2 6 6 2 274
CourtAvg 12 6.5 1.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 21.1
Concur Ark Ark App US 8th Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
Robbinr 5 7 2 0 0 I 0 15
Bird 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Rogers 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4
Stroud 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Griffen 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 7
Meads I I 0 0 0 0 0 2
Roof 6 1 0 0 0 I 0 8
Total 25 14 2 0 0 2 0 43
Court Avg 3.6 2.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 6.1
C/D NPart Ark Ark App US 81h Cir Oth Fed Oth State For Total
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Stroud 0 2 0 0 0 0
Neal 0 1j 0 0 0 0 0
Roof 2 0 o 0 0
Total 3 1 7 0 0 1
Court A vg 0.6 1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Robbins
Griffen
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Table 35
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1950
1950 Secondary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1950
#
Page Law Am opin
Majority Opins Pages Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
GrifSmith 30 150 5.0 9 1 0 0 2 5 1 6 24 8
Holt 39 185 4.7 3 0 1 8 7 5 1 I1 36 17
Leflar 48 201 4.2 23 5 6 2 1 10 0 0 47 23
Dunaway 45 225 5.0 9 6 I 2 0 3 1 4 26 12
McFaddin 49 264 5.4 12 10 1 24 20 17 1 30 115 32
GRSmith 45 137 3.1 12 1 4 0 0 0 I 0 18 16
Milwee 41 225 5.5 14 2 4 16 9 8 0 3 56 22
Per Curiam 2 7 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Special Js 2 16 8.0 1 0 2 3 5 2 0 3 16
Total 301 1410 4.7 83 25 19 55 44 50 5 57 338 130
Avg of
Court w/o
PC/Spec** 1 1.7 3.6 2.4 7.4 5.6 6.9 0.7 7.7 46.0 43.2%
Dissent - opins
GrifSmith 8 19 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w/see.
Holt 3 8 2.7 0 0 0 I I 2 0 0 4 auth.
0 10 10 10 10 10
Dunaway 2 4 2.0 3 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 5
McFaddin 4 10.5 2.6 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 3
G R Smith 5 11.5 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 23 55.5 14.5 3 0 0 2 1 3 3 0 12
AvgallJs 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.0 2.0
Concur
Grif Smith I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leflar 2 2 1.0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
McFaddin I 3.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1
G R Smith 1 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 5 9 1.8 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
AvgallJs 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8
CID NPart K I
GrifSmith I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total All 330 1475 20.9 88 25 19 57 46 53 8 57 353
AvgAllis. allopins 12.6 3.6 2.7 8.1 6.6 7.6 1.1 8.1 50.4




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1960
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1960 Secondary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1960
Page Trea- Law Am opin
Majority Opins Pages Avg tises Revs Rest CJS Jur ALR Diet. Misc Total w/ see
Harris 33 217 6.6 4 2 2 14 6 0 6 0 34 14
Holt 33 143 4.3 11 0 0 3 3 I 0 0 18 12
McFaddin 37 188 5.1 11 5 1 7 13 0 0 1 38 20
GRSmith 40 130 3.3 21 4 4 0 0 0 0 1 30 is
Ward 34 201 5.9 2 0 1 5 4 0 0 0 12 9
Robinson 30 110 3.7 5 0 3 8 6 9 0 1 32 10
Johnson 38 155 4.1 7 I 2 5 10 2 1 6 34 17
Per Curiam I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 246 1145 4.7 61 12 13 42 42 12 7 9 198 97
A vg of Court
w/o
PC/Spec** 8.7 1.7 1.9 6.0 6.0 1.7 1.0 1.3 28.3 39%
Dissent oplnsw/
Harris 4 10 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 see.
Holt 2 4 2.0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 auth.
0 10 0 0 012
G R Smith I 6 5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ward 10 25 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Robinson 2 18 8.8 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Johnson 9 30 3.3 2 2 0 2 4 3 0 0 13
Total 36 113 3.1 3 7 0 2 4 3 0 2 21
vj all Js 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.3 3.0
Concur
McFaddin 5 7 1.4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
G R Smith 6 11 1.8 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
Word 1 2 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Robinson I 3 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 13 22 1.7 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 5
AvygallJs 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
Total All 295 1278 4.3 67 19 14 44 47 15 7 11 224
AvgAIIs. all opins 9.6 2.7 2.0 6.3 6.7 2.1 1.0 1.6 32.0
**for example 61 treatise cites by 7 Justices averages 8.7 treatise cites per J
Mckaddin
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Table 37
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1970
1970 Secondary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1970
#
Law opin
Majority Opins Pages Page Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Am Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Varris 49 304 6.2 0 0 0 7 1 1 0 4 13 8
7RSmith 55 171 3.1 It 13 2 0 0 2 I 5 34 18
LBrown 48 184 3.8 2 I 0 1 2 I 0 0 7 6
Fogelman 48 308 6.4 8 2 0 7 12 10 0 I 40 15
tones 47 389 8.3 7 0 I 3 3 2 I 7 24 13
8yrd 53 232 4.4 4 0 0 3 4 2 0 4 17 12
Holt 43 180 4.2 10 2 2 2 14 6 0 2 38 15
"er Curiam 1 2 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SpecialJs 8 60 7.6 2 4 I 1 2 0 0 0 21 5
Total 352 1830 5.2 44 22 6 24 38 24 2 23 194 92
4vg of Court
W/o
aCISpec** 6.0 2.6 0.7 3.3 5.1 3.4 0.3 3.3 24.7 26%
Dissent opins
qlarris 3 13 4.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w/sec.
R Smith I 4 4.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 auth.
F-lmnn 9 I 0 I 19
Jones 5 36.5 7.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Byrd 5 9.5 1.9 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 1
Holt 2 5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spec Is 1 3.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 41 170 4.1 1 1 0 2 3 5 9 0 21
Avg w/o Spec 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.5 0.0 3.5
Concur 0
Harris 2 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GR Smith 1 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fogelman 7 29 4.1 2 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 5
Byrd 3 2.5 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 13 34 2.6 2 0 0 I I 1 0 0 5
vg all s 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.3
C/D NPart
U R Smith I 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fogelman 5 21.5 4.3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Byrd I 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 7 24 3.4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Av all s 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7
Total All 413 2057 5.0 47 25 6 27 42 30 I1 23 211
Avg All s, all opins 8.3 3.6 0.9 3.9 6.0 4.3 1.6 3.3 31.7
**for example 42 treatise cites divided by 7 Justices averages 6 treatise cites per J
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Table 38
Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1980
[Vol. 25
1980 Secondary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 1980
Law opin
Majority Opins Pages Page Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Am Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Fogelman 49 408 8.3 13 3 3 4 4 5 I 2 35 18
G R Smith 56 147 2.6 5 0 1 0 0 I I 0 8 7
Hfolt 53 175 3.3 9 I 0 1 2 0 0 2 15 8
Hickman 42 175 4.2 7 I 0 0 2 2 0 3 15 12
Stroud 46 185 4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 4
Mays 41 109 2.7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I
Purtle 49 218 4.4 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 3 5 5
Spec Js 8 57 7.1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 3
Per Curiam 22 26 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 366 1500 4.1 37 8 4 5 9 8 4 13 88 58
4vg of Court
w/o
PC/Spec** 5.0 0.9 0.6 0.7 1.3 1.1 0.6 1.7 11.9 15.8%
%
Dissent opins w/
Fogelman 17 59 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 4 see.
G R Smith 3 2 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 auth.
0 10 101 0 0 101 01 0
Stroud 15 34 2.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
Mays 11 14.5 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Purtle 33 79.5 2.4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Total 93 217.5 2.3 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 7
Avg all Js  0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 1.2
Concur 0
Fogelman 12 45 3.8 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 8
GR Smith 3 3.5 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hickman 7 6.5 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stroud 4 7.5 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1
Purtle 6 12 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 32 74.5 2.3 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 9
Avg all ds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 1.8
C/D NPart I I___
Fogelman 5 36 7.2 1 I 0 3 3 I 0 3 12
Stroud 2 3 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spec Js I 9.5 9.5 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Total 8 48.5 6.1 3 4 0 3 3 I 0 3 17
Avg w/o Spec 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.0 1.5 6.00
Total All 499 1840 3.7 42 12 4 9 12 12 8 22 121
AvgAll Js, all opins 6.0 1.7 0.6 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.1 3.1 17.3




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 1990
1990 Secondary Cites Sopreme Court Individual Judges 1990
Law Am opin
Majority Opins Pages Page Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Jur ALR Diet. Misc Total w/sec
Holt 59 246 4.2 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 8 6
Hickman 8 29 3.6 1 0 1 1 I 1 0 0 5 2
Dudley 56 169 3.0 5 3 0 I 2 1 I I 14 9
Hays 36 140 3.9 15 3 0 0 1 I 0 3 23 12
Newbern 50 191 3.8 6 2 I 0 0 1 0 3 13 8
Glaze 44 179 4.1 6 3 0 1 3 1 0 5 19 13
Turner 36 129 3.6 2 1 1 0 0 0 3 6 13 7
Price 34 115 3.4 5 0 0 1 I 3 1 1 12 8
Per Curiam 43 56 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Special Js 25 153 6.1 2 3 I 0 2 0 0 7 15 10
Total 391 1407 3.6 44 18 5 4 10 8 5 28 122 75
Avg of
Court w/o
PCISpec* 5.3 1.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.6 2.6 13.4 19%
Dissent oplns w/
Holt 1 3.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 sec.
Dudley 3 8 2.7 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 auth.
Hays 30 50.5 1.7 7 0 3 I 3 3 0 2 19
Newbern 4 8.5 2.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
Glaze 21 40.5 1.9 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 6
Turner 10 21.5 2.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 2
Price 7 12.5 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Spec is 3 7 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 79 152 1.9 14 3 3 1 4 3 2 4 34
Avg wio
Spec 2.0 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.6 4.9
Concur
Hlt I 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hickman 2 3 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Dudley I 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1
Hays 1 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Newbern 2 6.5 3.3 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Glaze 7 9 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1
Turner 3 3.5 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Price 2 4.5 2.3 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 19 28.5 1.5 1 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 l0
AvgallJs 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.3
C/D NPart
Dudley 1 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I
Ha, I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Newbern I 3.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Glaze 2 5 2.5 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Turner 2 4 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 7 15 2.1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
4vgallJ s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4
Total All 496 1602.5 3.2 59 28 8 5 16 12 7 33 168
vgAII s. all opins 8.4 4.0 1.1 0.7 2.3 1.7 1.0 4.7 24.0




Individual Supreme Court Judges in 2000
[Vol. 25
2000 Secondary Cites Supreme Court Individual Judges 2000
Page Law Am # opin
Majority Opins Pages Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Arnold 24 126 5.3 0 2 I 5 0 0 1 I 10 5
Glaze 33 224.5 6.8 0 0 0 0 1 I 3 4 9 6
Corbin 33 221.5 6.7 1 0 2 1 2 0 3 3 12 7
R. Brown 37 283 7.6 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 I 8 6
Imber 31 247 8.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 8 4
Thornton 35 207 5.9 5 0 0 1 4 0 l 2 13 9
L. Smith 32 267 8.3 4 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 8 6
Per Curiam 100 133 1.3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 3
Total 325 1709 5.3 16 2 3 7 12 1 12 18 71 46
Avg of Court
w/o PC/Spec** 2.3 0.3 0.4 1.0 1.6 0.1 1.6 2.4 9.7 14%
Dissent opins w/
Arnold 4 6j5 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I sec.
Glaze 16 41.5 2.6 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 auth.
Corbin 10 0 10 10 0 10 11
R Brown 10 26.5 2.7 2 0 1 1 6 0 2 0 12
Imber 6 21.5 3.6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Thornton 7 19 2.7 5 0 1 l 0 0 0 0 7
L Smith 4 4.5 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 51 129.5 2.5 9 2 2 2 6 0 5 3 29
Avg of Court 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.7 0.4 4.1
Concur
Arnold 1 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Glaze 7 10 1.4 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
Corbin 1 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R. Brown lo I I 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Imber 3 2 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thornton I 2 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L. Smith 2 1.5 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spec Js 4 7 1.8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 29 36 1.2 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 5
Avgw/oSpec 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.7
C/D NPart
Arnold 1 3 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corbin I 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R. Brown I 2 2.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
L. Smith 1 3 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 4 9 2.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Avg ofCourt 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
Total All 409 1883 4.6 29 4 6 9 I I 18 21 106
4vgAllis, all opins 4.1 0.6 0.9 1.3 2.6 0.1 2.6 3.0 15.1
-- for example 16 treatise cites divided by 7 Justices averages 2.3 treatise cites per J
20031 CITATIONS TO AUTHORITY
Table 41
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 1980
1980 Secondary Cites Appeals Court Individual Judges 1980
Page Law # opin
Majority Opins Pages Avg Treatises Revs Rest. CJS Am Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Wright 56 198 3.5 5 0 1 3 5 0 0 4 18 13
Hays 53 263 5.0 9 1 1 7 3 5 1 0 27 19
Pilkinton 74 318 4.3 15 4 0 5 4 13 0 4 45 28
Penix 67 255 3.8 8 2 1 4 6 2 2 3 28 15
Howard 51 193 3.8 2 2 I 8 4 2 1 0 20 12
Newbern 82 274 3.3 23 11 I 0 0 7 0 3 45 28
Flowers 2 5 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
Per Curiam 5 5 1.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I
SpecialJs 3 20 6.7 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 1
Total 393 1531 3.9 62 21 5 29 22 31 4 14 188 118
Avg of
Court w/o
PC/Spec* 8.9 2.9 0.7 3.9 3.1 4.3 0.6 2.0 26.3 30%
Dissent opins w/
Wright 8 14 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 sec.
Hays 10 19 1.9 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 auth.
1.6 010 0 10 01010
Penix 20 31.5 1.6 2 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 5
Howard 9 41.5 4.6 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 4
Newbern 16 29.5 1.8 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
Total 68 143.5 2.1 7 1 2 4 1 1 0 0 16
AvgallJs 1.2 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 2.7
Concur
Wright 2 4 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hays 1 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pilkinton I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
oward 2 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Newbern 12 12.5 1.0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 0 2
Total 18 19 1.1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
AvgallJs 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4
Total All 479 1693 7.1 69 23 7 33 23 33 4 14 206
[vgAll Js, all opins 9.9 3.3 1.0 4.7 3.3 4.7 0.6 2.0 29.4





Individual Appeals Court Judges in 1990
[Vol. 25
1990 Secondary Cites Appeals Court Idividual Judges 1990
Page Am # opin
Majority Opins Pages Avg Treatises Law Revs Rest. CJS Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Corbin 10 37 3.7 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 2
Cracraft 20 63.5 3.2 4 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 7 3
Wright 2 10 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cooper 32 113.5 3.5 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 8 6
fennings 26 102 3.9 6 5 3 0 2 0 0 0 16 14
Rogers 22 98 4.5 2 0 1 1 1 I 0 0 6 4
aayfield 27 142.5 5.3 13 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 19 12
Per Curiam 12 18.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 I
Total 151 585 3.9 29 6 6 7 7 2 0 4 61 42
4vg of Court
W/o
PC/Spec** 4.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.6 8.6 28%
Dissent Opins w/
Corbin I 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 sec.
Cracraft 2 2.5 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 auth.
Wrivht 0 1 0 10 10
Cooper 2 4 2.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Jennings 4 13 3.3 1 2 1 1 I 0 0 0 6
Rogers 5 10.5 2.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Mayfield 7 19 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Total 25 61 2.4 2 2 1 3 1 0 1 0 10
Avg allJs 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.4
Concur
Corbin 1 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cooper 2 2.5 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ermin I 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ro ers I 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mayfield 3 7.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 8 13 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Avg all Js _ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total All 184 659 3.58 31 8 7 10 8 2 1 4 71
AvgAllis, allopins 4.4 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.6 10.1
**for example 29 treatise cites divided by 7 Justices averages 4.1 treatise cites per J
2003] CITATIONS TO AUTHORITY
Table 43
Individual Appeals Court Judges in 2000
2000 Secondar Cites Appeals Court Individual Judges 2000
Trea- # opin
Majority Opins Pages Page Avg tises Law Revs Rest. CJS Am Jur ALR Dict. Misc Total w/sec
Robbins 22 103 4.7 1 0 0 I 1 0 1 0 4 3
Pittman 20 78 3.9 3 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 10 4
Hart 21 86.5 4.1 5 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 9 6
Jennings 20 74 3.7 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 4
Bird 20 132.5 6.6 1 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 3 7
Rogers 3 16 5.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Koonce 8 51.5 6.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I I
Stroud 18 89 4.9 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 8 6
Neal 17 78.5 4.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Griffen 18 125 6.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 I
Crabtree I 1 34 3.1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 I
Roof 28 125.5 4.5 1 I 1 0 0 0 0 I 4 5
Meads 14 83.5 6.0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 6 3
SpecJs 3 10.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Per Curiam 2 6.5 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 225 1094 4.9 16 2 1 6 12 l 11 4 53 41
Avg of .ct. w/o
PC/Spec** 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.8 0.3 4.1 18%
Dissent oplns w/
Robbins 2 3 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se.
Pittman 4 4.5 1.1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 auth.
Hart 0 10 0 10 10
Jennings 4 5 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bird 5 21 4.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rogers I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Koonce 2 4.5 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1
Stroud 5 9 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Neal 2 2.5 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Griffen 15 90.5 6.0 2 1 0 0 I 0 1 2 7
Crabtree 2 4.5 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Meads 8 13 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roaf 8 29.5 3.7 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Total 61 195.5 30.5 2 4 0 0 2 0 2 2 12
vg allI s 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.9
Concur 0
Robbins 2 5 2.5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Bird 1 5.5 5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rogers I 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stroud 2 4.5 2.3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I
Griffen 1 3.5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Meads I 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roar 3 3.5 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 11 K25.5 18.4 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 3
AvgallJs 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
CID NPart
Robbins I 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stroud 1 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Neal I I 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Griffen I 3 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Roaf I 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 5 9.5 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Avg all Js 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.2
Total All 302 1344.5 4.5 20 6 1 6 15 1 14 6 69
P7AlvJ, allopins 1.5 0.5 0.1 0.5 1.2 0.1 1.1 0.5 5.3
**for example 16 treatise cites divided by 13 Justices averages 1.2 treatise cites perJ
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